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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of word

processing skills practice on the writing of high and low ability grade 6

students. Six quantitative measures were used to score pre- and post-

intervention compositions for: 1) holistic quality; 2) mechanical revision; 3)

orgarizational revision; 4) surface and deep level meaning; 5) text

production; and 6) introduction of new errors. Findings from two other

measures were also considered: changes in level of revision operations and

student responses to a pre-study computer questionnaire. Finaily, eight case

studies were compiled. Audio and videotapes were used to substantiate

findings.

Subjects for the study were 41- students from two grade 6 classrooms.

Based on combined Test of Cognitive Skills (TCS) and Canadian

Achievement Test (CAT) reading scores, using a median split, each class was

divided into high and low ability groups. Treatment was randomly assigned

to each class, with22 subjects in the Intensive and L9 in the Non-Intensive

Practice Treatment. Four ability x treatment groups were formed: Intensive

Practice High (IPH), Intensive Practice Low (IPL), Non-Intensive Practice High

(NIPH), and Non-Intensive Practice Low (NIPL).

Preliminary word processing instruction was given to all groups.

Then, for the next 8 weeks, the IPH and IPL groups received a word processing

Practice Activity Lesson as one of their 4 online sessions per 6 day cycle. The

other 3 sessions were used for online creative writing. The NIPH and NIPL

iv



groups used all 4 sessions, per 6 day cycle for online creative writing. Pre- and

post-tests as well as mid-term writing samples were obtained. A1l materials

were field tested at a neutral school2 months before the study began.

Results indicated that there was no significant difference among

treatment groups in overall holistic quality. Findings concur with Miller,

1984 and Porter, 1984 that studies of at least 20 weeks are required to rcafize

gains in holistic quality. Little revision, however, took place that affected

surface and deep meaning, suggesting that conferencing and feedback to

enhance the thinking and questioning involved in revision rather that

computer use alone, play an important, parallel role in enhancing writing

quality.

V
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Is r,vord processing a panacea for writers or another false prophet of

educational consumerism? Are compositions created on n'ord processors of

better qualiry than those created using conventional pen and paper? It is the

contention of this thesis that these questions are irrelevant, as is research that

tries to defend or attack word processing technology.

The use of word processing technology is rampant in society today.

rrv[ost major businesses and professional offices use r,r'ord processing

programs, and as the price of computers drops, more and more people are

embracing the technology. Word processing rvill do to the typervriter what

cars did to the horse and buggy during the early part of the century.

It's a fact of life, word processing is inevitable. Bridrvell & Duin (1985),

I-Iult (1986), and Schiffman (1986) all echo the same sentiment. Like it or not,

word processing is here to stay. As educators, \,ve can either sink or swim

with the technology. Thus the ultimate question is, "l-Iorv can we help

students use word processing technology to help them become better

writers?"

Need for Present Stud,v

School divisions continue to buy more and more computers and rvord

processing Programs, yet little research, at the young rvriter's level, has shown



that word processors enhance r,r'riting quality (Butler-Nalin, 1985; Duling,

1985; lvliller, 1984; Dalton and Flannafin, 1987). In addition, research

ovenvhelmingly supports the finding that inexperienced writers tend to

revise mostly at the surface level, whether using a word processor or not

(Bridewell & Duiru l9B5; Bridrvell, Sirc & Brooke,l9B5; Collier, 1983; Daiute,

1986; Haas,1989; I{uli, 1986; Lutz, 1987; lvlatsuhashi & Gordon, 1985; sommer,

1985). In the absence of appropriate insbruction (for n'ord processing and

Process writing skills) many sLudents are using the r,vord processing program

as a "super-typewriter" (Hult,1986). The technology has a tendency to be

taught ineffectively or not at all. Hult (1986) describes rvhat may be

considered a typical word processing environment.

In a computer-assisted class that I taught recently at Texas

Tech University, I observed some of the ineffective revising

strategies... lvly students \Âzere using DEC Rainborv

microcomputers rvith Select word processing system. Because of

the limited number of machines and time constraints in the

micro lab, there was no class instruction at the computers.

Rather students worked independently in the lab n'ith the help

of a lab assistant. They learned to use the word processing system

through self instructional materials in the lab. Students wrote

drafts at home, typed them into the computer using Select, and

then ran the spelling checker and analysis programs on their

drafts. (p.8)

Hult (1986) further states that students in writing classes often find that rvord
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processing instruction is divorced from other class work.

This investigator would also add his own experiences to this scenario.

All too often word processing skills are taught at the beginning of the year

and then dropped, never to be reviewed or practised periodically to ensure

mastery. Under these conditions, Hult (1986) says that students tend to learn

only the simplest word processing skills (substitution and deletion) and then

"fly by the seat of their pants" for the rest of the year, seldom going beyond the

surface level to revise. The more difficult skills (additions and

rearrangements), necessary to carry out deeper levels of revisiorç are often

ignored by the students. Students seem to think that substitution and

deletion skills are sufficient. Hult (1986) suggests that students need

instruction in word processing functions that allow them to add (insert) and

rearrange (block commands), as well as substitute (typ" over) and delete.

Thus the full power of the word processing program is often not realized.

How did this scenario ever come about? Is it because teachers just

don't have enough time and practice in the use of the technology to be able to

teach it effectively? According to Blair, Rupley & ]ones (1986, p.60) "Teachers

are not the problem - the problem is lack of training availability in ways to

integrate the computer in the teaching of reading" (and this investigator

would add the word writing). Further Blair, Rupley & Jones (1986, p.60) go on

to say that "Until support is provided to prepare teachers to use

microcomputers effectively, including specific suggestions on how to

integrate microcomputer soflware into the regular reading and writing

programs, the computer revolution can not happen."

In the absence of adequate opportunities for teacher in-service and

training in computer technolory, many teachers tend to let the word
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Processor do the teaching. Research clearly shon's that rvord processors are

only a lvriting tool and they need to be combined r.vith adequate teaching

instruction (Bridwell, Sirc, & Brooke , L9B5; Clements, 1987; Daiute, 1986, l98J;

I-Iarris, 1985; Hult, 1986; Pufahl, l9B4 and Sommers, 1985).

Therefore, the enhancement of overall holistic rvriting quality through

the use of word processors may not occur until lve take a serious look at the

physical (the use of the computer as a tool) and the cognitive (the thinking

and questioning involved in revision) as parallel processes (Daiute, 1986). In

particular more study is required to offer insight that may help teachers more

effectively inshruct students in the use and integration of the nerv technology.

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this investigation n'as to measure the effects of

intensive word processing skills practice on 7 dependent variables in the

rt'riting of Grade 6 sbudents. The study was therefore designed to determine

the effects of rvord processing skills mastery on high and low ability students

as measured by: 1) overall holistic writing qualig (Appendix A);2) revision

of mechanical errors; 3) paragraph organizational revisions; 4) surface or

deep meaning revisions;5) the amount of text n'ritten;6) the introduction of

new errors; and 7) changes in levels of revision operations.

The Specific Ouestions of This Study

1.. Are there any differences beh,r¡een students of high and low ability

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in rvord processing skills as
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determined by overall holistic n'riting quality (Grejda, l98B)?

2. Are there any differences betlveen students of high and lor.v ability

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as

determined by mechanical revision quality which includes correcting errors

regarding: commas, sentence puncfuation, capitalization, possessives,

quotation marks, spelling, stringy sentences, run-on sentences, sentence

fragments, and grammar (a modified list from Grejda, lgBB)?

3. Are there any differences between students of high and low abilify

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as

determined by paragraph organizational development?

4. Are there any more tendencies to make deep level as opposed to

surface level revisions on the part of high or lorv ability students in either the

intensive ongoing or the restricted practice groups (as determined through

the application of a modified revision analysis scale from Fitzgerald and

lvfarklram, 1987)?

5. Are there any differences between students of high and low abiliby

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in n'ord processing skills as

determined by text production or the total number of rvords written on the

pre- and post-test final revisions?

6. Are there any differences between students of high and low ability

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as



determined by the number of nerv errors introduced on pre- and post-test

final revisions?

7. Are there any differences between sbudents of high and low ability

receiving either ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as

determined by changes in the level of occurrence (letter, r,vord, phrase,

sentence, and paragraph) for revision operations (additions, substitutions,

deletions and rearrangements)?

B. Are there any differences between treatments as determined by

students'pre-study responses to a computer questionnaire (Appendix B)?

Overview of the Study

The original ideas for this study came from experience as a teacher

rvatching students hunting, pecking away at expensive computers and then

producing final compositions that r,vere riddled with errors. Wasn't word

processing technology supposed to make revision and editing easier? Why

wasn't this happening and horv could sfudents use computer word processing

technology better? These rvere burning questions in need of research.

Insightful comments by l-Iult (1.986), Diaute (1996), and Sommers (1980)

helped to crystalize the design of the present study. Comprehensive practice

of all word processing operations (deletion, substitution, additions and

rearrangements) combined with process rvriting instruction (Clements, 1986;

Daiute, 1,986; Hult, 1.986; Fitzgerald & lvfarkham,lgBT; pufahr, 1,984; Etchison,
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1985 and Sommers, 1985) appeared to have the best potential. Knowledge of

adequate keyboarding skills rvas also a major consideration.

The investigator developed I Practice Activity Lessons as well as 2

word processing skills review lessons. All lessons were entered onto

individual computer diskettes for student use. These lessons were also field

tested at a neutral school 2 months before the formal study began.

The investigator chose to focus his study on young writers since he

taught this age group and there has been very little research on computers

and writing at this level. Two Grade 6 classrooms with similar backgrounds

(a minimum 2 years touch-fyping experience and process writing instruction)

were selected so that the effects of practice on word processing skills could be

isolated. Classes did not have to be perfectly balanced since the investigator

was looking at net gain scores. Twenty-two subjects participated in the

Intensive Practice Treatment and 19 subjects in the Non-Intensive Practice

Treatment. Classes were randomly assigned to treatments.

A general computer questionnaire (Appendix B) was administered first

followed by 6 forty minute review sessions on word processing skills

(Appendix C). Then for the next I weeks the Non-Intensive Practice

Treatment received 4 fofty minute periods per 6 day cycle to work on regular

creative writing word processing assignments. The Intensive Practice

Treatment spent one of their 4 forty minute periods in a 6 day cycle on a pre-

designed word processing Practice Activity Lesson (Appendix D) while the

other 3 class periods were spent carrying out regular creative writing word

processing assignments.

The effects of computer practice were determined by collecting pre-

(first draft, final revision) and post-test (first draft, final revision) writing
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samPles and scoring them for: 1) holistic qualily; 2) mechanical revision

qualify;3) organizational revision quality;4) surface and deep level meaning;

5) text production; 6) inbroduction of new errors and 7) changes in levels of

revision operations. To monitor the program, mid-study samples were also

coliected but were not included in the data analysis.

Two way ANOVA's to compare the differential effects of practice on

the treatment groups according to the first 6 previously mentioned dependent

variables lvere conducted. Compositions were also analyzed f.or revision

operations. Then results of the computer questioruraire r.r'ere compiled and

analyzed.

Lastly, information from 8 case studies as rvell as audio and videotapes

of the classroom proceedings and the observation of other environmental

factors were assessed to provide additional informalion and substantiate

findings.

Assumptions

The most current and salient information about word processing

research rvas included in planning this study. However, the following

assumptions were made for this experiment:

1. The subjects had reasonable keyboarding experience. This

assumption was based on the fact that St. James-Assiniboia School Division

#2 Computer Curriculum had emphasized this skill for the last 4 years.

2. Students were reasonably familiar n'ith word processing techniques.
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In most cases, students had 2 years previous experience with the Magic Slate

40 word Processing Program, due to school division poliry regarding the

computer curriculum.

3. The computer word processing program Magic Slate B0 was an

adequate program.

4. The classroom teachers followed a similar process writing approach

and the researcher's directions to prevent data contamination.

Definition of Terms

The following definitions have been arranged alphabetically under

four conceptual headings (scoring, treatment groups, word processing and the

writing process) and defined according to how they were used in the study.

Scorins¡+

Computer Ouestionnaire: An investigator-developed questionnaire

including questions on: keyboarding skills, word processing skills, general

attitudes towards word processing and computers and a student definition for

edit/revise (Appendix B).

Deep Changes Worse Meaning: Changes at the word, phrase, sentence, or

paragraph levels that reduce clarity or meaning of the original text.
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Deep Level: Changes at the \A'ord, phrase, sentence, or paragraph levels that

add more detail or expand the overall meaning of the text.

al Revi : Corrections of the following: commas,

quotaiion marks, stringy

and grammar.

capitalization, possessives, spelling, punctuation,

sentences, run-on sentences, sentence fragments

Net Gain Score: The difference betr.veen the pre- and post-test final revision

scores in: holistic quaìity, mechanical errors, organizatiory text lengtþ surface

and deep meaning changes, and the introduction of ner,t' errors.

New Errors: Errors which didn't occur in the first draft, but appeared in the

final revision.

itv: The number of corrected first draft

paragraphing errors divided by the total number of errors times 100 equals the

percentage of corrected paragraphing errors in the final revision.

overall impression of rvriting qualify.

for rating compositions based on an

Two blind examiners rate the writing

qualify according to a 6 point rubric scale (Grejda, 19BB; Meyers, 1980). See

Appendix A.

Another name for Overall Holistic Quality Writing score.

Examiners assign a general impression score regarding the quality of the

writing, based on a rubric scale.
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Revision Patterns: The various operations (additions, deletions,

substitutions, and rearr¿ngements) and levels (letter, word, phrase, sentence

and paragraph) of revision that occur at surface or deep meaning levels

(FltzgercId & Markham, 1987).

Surface Level: Any change at word level that does not add more detail or

expand the overall meaning of the text. Changes at the letter level (spelling)

were automatically considered surface level changes for this study.

Text Production (length): The total number of words typed for the pre- and

post-test first drafts and the pre- and post-test final revisions.

Treatment Groups

High Abilitv: Grade 6 subjects above the median on combined Test of

Cognitive Skills (TCS) and Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) reading scores

administered in the eighth month of the Sth grade.

Intensive Practice Treatment: As part of online process writing 4 times in a 6

day cycle, every 3rd word processing session consisted of a Practice Activity

Lesson and an Application Lesson. The other sessions involved every day

process writing assignments.

Low Abililv: Grade 6 subjects below the median on combined TCS and CAT

reading scores administered in the eighth month of the Sth grade.
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Non-Intensive Practice Treatment: Four times in a 6 day cycle online process

writing only with no Activity Practice Lessons.

Word Processins

Ke)¡board Familiarization: A technique used to teach young students

(K - Gr. 4) to locate keys without an emphasis on "correct" fingering. Only the

first fingers on each hand are used and students are allowed to look at the

keys thus eliminating awkward finger reaches used in touch-typing.

Magic Slate 80 Word Processin$ A commercial word processing program

designed specifically for young writers which includes the following skills:

block commands, change justificatioru delete text, switch type over/insert,

format file, get deleted text, non-breakable space, other type stytes, page breaþ

replace text, search for text, vertical spacing,t save, prin! and load.

Practice Activity Lessons: Computer activities designed to provide practice in

the four, basic revision operations: delete, substitution (type over), addition

(insert) and rearrangement (block commands). In additioru the practice

activities also emphasized mechanical and organizational revision

(Appendix D).

IVord Processing Program: A computer software program for ryping text.

The text can be revised, stored, retrieved, or printed.
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The Writing Process

ComBosition/Drafting: The second stage of writing given that rehearsal or

pre-writing experiences are designated as the first stage. Composition drafting

involves the actual recording of ideas. Whereas rehearsal or pre-wrihing may

involve thinking about the topic, looking up ideas, or dredging up ideas from

the past, drafting takes the form of actual writing.

Edit: Refers to su¡face level changes to the text only, focusing on such things

as punctuation, spelling, capitalization, single r.vords and grammar.

Final Revision: The second and final attempt at r+'riting. Final deep meaning

revisions are made first and editing (spelling, capitalization, and punctuation)

is carried out last. The final revision is expected to be cohesive and

mechanically error free.

First Draft: The rvriter's first attempt at writing a composition. Writers are

encouraged to get their ideas down on paper quickly. Editing and revision are

left to the end.

Original Composition: Text rvritten by the students during the pre- and post-

test sampling of this study.

Process writing: A concept of rvriting as an ongoing recursive process

consisting of the following stages: pre-writing or rehearsal, composing or
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drafting, revising, and editing (Graves, 1983).

Revise: Deep level changes (phrase, sentence and paragraph revisions)

focusing on meaning to improve the overall clarity and cohesiveness of the

composition.

Revision: lvlaking changes at any point in the r.vriting process involving

either surface or deep meaning using additions, substitutions, deletions, and

rearrangements.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

lr'IcAllister and Louth (1988) divide rvriting and rvord processing

research into three main areas according to development: young writers (K-

Gt.9); basic writers (Gr. 10 - college); and able r.vriters (college - professional

adult writers). They contend that generalizing from rvord processing research

should be confined within these age relevant caiegories since it may be

erroneous to apply findings from one group to another because of

developmental differences. lvfcAllister and Louth's classification scheme has

therefore been used in the following literatu¡e revien, n'ith positive research

resulis being presented first, negative or neutral results second.

Young Writers (K - Gr. 9)

Positive Effects

In research that involved I upper elementary school students (Cr. a - 6)

who composed with word processing programs for five weeks, Daiute and

Taylor (1981) found subjects made more revisions per rvord, more kinds of

revisions, and wrote papers rvith fen'er mechanical errors and higher overall

holistic quality scores in post-tests than those n'ho used pen and paper. The

writing of only eight students was documented for only 5 weeks, however.

In a subsequent, year-long study at the middle years using 57 junior

15
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high students as subjects Daiute (1986) found that students using word

processing wrote more but made fewer revisions than those who used pen.

Moreover, most of the revisions carried out by the word processing students

were additive, and the additions, for the most part, were tacked on to the end

of the paragraphs where they usually did not fit. In spite of this, the overall

holistic quality of the computer written pieces was judged superior.

Flowever, Daiute noted that her quality findings might be flawed because her

evaluators consistently gave higher grades to longer text.

In contrast, Grejda (1988) in her study of 66 Grade 6 students that were

randomly assigned to one of three treatment groups (one revising exclusively

with computer word processing; one revising exclusively with paper and

penci| and one using a combination of the two techniques) found no

improvement in the word processing group's overall holistic quality scores.

Flowever, significant gains for the word processing group over the paper and

pencil and combination groups were found in both organtzational revisions

(phrasing the main ide4 adding relevant detail sentences, sequencing

sentences, etc.) and mechanical editing (punctuatiory spelling, capitalization

etc) group. These findings held for both the original compositions produced

by students and standard compositions (teacher produced stories with

programmed errors). Levin, Riel, Rowe, Boruta (1985), using data from ten

Grade 6 sfudents, found students had fewer first draft errors and corrected

more computer draft errors than when using pen and paper. Fewer new

errors were introduced by the word processing students on additional drafts.

Koenig (1984) found that treatment groups composed of middle school

students using word processors performed significantly better on meaning

and usage than control groups.
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Summar]¡

These researchers found positive effects in overall holistic quality,

mechanics, and writing orgarization when using the r.r'ord processor.

Positive findings for the young inexperienced writer, however, should be

viewed with caution because of the lack of studies at this level. Only Diaute

and Taylor (1981) report positive findings for the effects of word processing on

the holistic quality of young children's writing. Further research is necessary

to generalize their findings.

Neutral or Negative Effects

In comparison to the first set of studies revierved, findings in the

follor,r'ings studies do not support computer use for enhancing students'

rvriting production. Butler-Nalin (1985) and Duling (1985) found that using

word Processors had little or no effect on the qualify of junior high school

students' revisions as measured by mechanical and organizational aspects of

r.riting. Liker,r'ise Miller (1984), in a study involving middle school students,

found no significant differences in mechanical and organizabional writing

skills belween groups using paper and pen and groups using the word

processor to r.vrite paragraphs. Finally, Dalton and Hannafin (1987) in

evaluating a year long word processing program to enhance writing skills

found that word processing alone n'as of little consequence for inexperienced

writers at the Grade 7 level, but proportionately more effective for low- than

high-achieving students. They also noted that lack of key-boarding skills

seriously affected computer writing performance. Differences in mechanics

and organization were not evident between computer generated and paper

and pencil compositions.
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Summarv+

These 3 studies do not support beneficial effects for the use of word

Processors for rt'riting. O.ty mechanical and organizational aspects of writing

were measured. Overall holistic quality writing scores should probably have

been included to measure performance. The actual teaching methodology

was also not described in these studies. Further studies that incorporate

overall holistic qualiby scores and give more detailed accounts of the

instructional procedures are required to establish the place of rvord processing

programs in the writing program.

Basic Writers (Gr. 10 - College)

Positive Effects

Nichols (1986) in a two week study found that five college basic writers

using the computer reduced the number of second physical drafts, had shorter

work sessions, and edited more frequently. Pivarnick (1985) indicated that

below average eleventh grade sfudents trained in word processing had a

significantly higher mean holistic rvriting score than a control group using

pen and PaPer. Cirello (1986) also found that remedial tenth graders using

word processors produced writing of higher quality, as established by holistic

ratings, than those using pen in trvo out of three papers. Sommers (lg8s)

compared a control group of 44 college students receiving process-oriented

writing instruction not using word processing with an experimental group of

35 students receiving similar instruction but using word processing. On a 12
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Point holistic scale, the control group improved .46 while the experimental

grouP improved I.26 points. She concluded that word processing in process-

oriented writing classrooms often positively influences student writing.

Similarly, Etchison (1985) studied 200 freshman composition students to see if
word processors increased the syntactic complexity and holistic quality of their

writing. He found that word processing students had a mean pre- to post-test

gain in overall holistic writing quality of 2.8 points, while the handwriting

students had a gain of only .54. Syntactic growth, however, was not affected

by composition mode. McAllister and Louth (1988) studied the effects of rvord

processing on the quality of 102 college basic writers. Their results indicated

that word processing does have a positive effect on the qualify of revision in

basic writers.

Summar)t

The positive findings for the use of word processors at the basic writer

level are much more significant than at the young, inexperienced writer

level. Gains in the overall holistic writing quality score have been established

as well as positive effects for low abiliby groups.

Neutral or Neeative Effects

Studies by Collier (1983) who used four college students as case studies

and Hult (1985) who measured the effects of computer use only on writing

mechanics show no positive effects for the use of word processing in writing.

Collier found more surface level revisions under the word processing

condition. Flowever, more meaning level changes occurred when the pen

and paper mode was used than when the word processor was used. Hult also
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comPared Pen and PaPer and rvord processing groups at the college level. She

concluded that the errors that sbudents make in hand-rvritten papers are the

same errors they make in computer-produced papers.

Bridwell, Sirc and Brooke (1985) found mixed results. They concluded

that the way word processing is used is not a function of the program itself,

the writer by herself, or the task by itself - all three interrelate. Different

subjects are affected differently when using word processing technology, some

positively, some negatively.

Summary

The studies by Collier (1983) and Hult (1985) are so seriously flawed that

their findings may be questionable. Collier documented the writing of only 4

students. Hult used limited measures of writing quatiry. The findings of

Bridwell, Sirc and Brooke (19s5) show us that the evaluation of word

processing and writing is a complex process, suggesting that in fufure research

a variety of evaluative measures should be used.

Able Writers (college - adult professional)

Positive Effects

studies conducted by Bean (1983) and Case (1985) tend to show more

positive results for computer n'ord processing at the able writer level. Bean

trained 12 professors and 4 freshman students, r,vho had typing experience, in

word processing. He then had them write a series of 6 papers on the computer

and interviewed them at the end of the study. Bean concluded that word
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Processors can be a powerful revision aid by relieving students of the burden

of frequent manuscript recopying. Case interviewed 60 university professors

who use word processors and found z0 percent of them felt that word

processing led to more revisions and also increased the qualily of their

manuscripts. The longer professors had used computers, the more likely they

were to report improvements in both the quantity and quality of their

writing. Thus the full benefit of using a word processor may not be realized

until sfudents and teachers become both more experienced writers and

experienced users of the technology. Both Case and Bean found that word

processing had a high motivational value for the subjects studied.

Summarv

-

In their studies, both Bean and Case employed descriptive designs

involving interviews. Although their findings are positive, empirically-

based research is lacking at the Able Writer Level.

Neutral or Negative Effects

The majority of the studies at the college-adult level described in the

following section, tend to be much more neutral or negative in their findings.

Gould (1981) found that expert writers using rvord processors required S0

percent more time to compose on computer text editors than on hard copy.

Further, this extra time did not lead to qualitatively better writing; there was

little difference in quality between letters produced on the word processor and

those produced on paper. Haas (1989) using professional and able college

writers as subjects found that when writers used word processing alone, there

was significantly less planning than when they used pen and paper. One
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should keep in mind, however, that less planning does not necessarily mean

lower qualiry writing and Haas did not measure writing quality. Lutz (1987),

who compared the work of 4 professional and 3 experienced college professors

who used word processing programs, reports mixed findings. one of her

more salient findings was that the ease r,r'ith which the computer permits

changing a comPosition encourages writers to revise more. She concluded

that while the word processor encourages concentration on the smaller

domains of a text by making low level mechanical changes easy, strucfural

changes are more difficult. Lutz also states that due to screen size and the

abundance of scrolling (moving the text across the vier,ving screen), a writer's

ability to acquire a feel for the n'hole text is adversely affected. To remedy this

sibuation, she suggests using a hard copy or pen and paper composing for such

things as reordering and organizing large chunks of text, such as paragraphs.

A number of sfudies using able college writers have generally found

that word processing does not improve the overall quality of revisions more

than the pen (Balkena,1984; Greenland,lgBS; pollocþ l9B5). Harris (19g5, p.

330) concluded that "using a word processor seems to discourage revision".

Hawisher (1986) reported studying 20 able student writers over one semester

and concluded that the word processor did not produce more revisions nor

better revisions than the use of the pen or typewriter. Finally, Haas and

Hayes (1986) found that the size of the computer screen can have a negative

effect on visual/spacial factors, influence locational recall, information

retrieval and appropriate reordering of text. These investigators stated that,

"Displays with small screens and low resolution appear to limit readers'

performance in important ways" (p. 3S).
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Summarv

-

There appears to be more research that found either neutral or

negative effects for rvord processing at the able writer level. A wide range of

concerns are raised about the use of the word processor. The implication here

is that while word processors may be powerful tools, they may cause adverse

effects for some writers.

Overall Summarv

In summary, research results at all 3 levels of subjects (young, basic,

and able writers) tend to produce inconclusive results with mixed findings.

The most positive results appear to be at the basic or older writer level. IVord

processing thus seems to be neither a panacea nor pernicious (Bridwell &

Duiru 1985; Clements, 1987; Grejda, 1988; and Haas, 1989; Flawisher,lggr;

sommers, l9B5). on the one hand, few major main effects have been

demonstrated empirically, yet on the other, rvord processing has never been

shown to produce writing of poorer qualiry than that composed with

PaPer and pen (Collier 1983). Why is there such an ambiguous state of affai¡s

in word processing research? This investigator, as well as Grejda (l9gg), feel

that much of the present research on lvriting and word processing is seriously

flawed.

Limitations of the Present Research

In the research on computers and writing, seven general confounding

factors are identified. These are described next.
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1. A majority of studies tend to compare word processing with pen and

Paper experimental conditions. As was stated in the introduction (Chapter 1),

however, the use of word processing is inevitable. We need to be fluent in

both word processing and pen and paper. Indeed, some research findings

(Haas & Hayes, 1986;Haas,r989;Lutz,l997) suggest that word processing may

be more effective when combined with certain aspects of manual writing.

Thus studies in which writing with the computer and writing by hand tend to

be treated competitively will ultimately produce questionable findings. IVe

need more research that would help to answer the inkoductory question

"FIow can we help students to use the word processing technology to its

fullest potential?"

2. Many of the previously mentioned studies (Bradley, 1982; Dalton &

Hannafþ 1987: Hult, 1985) allowed little or no time for the learning of

keyboarding or Vping skills. Dalton and Hannafin (1987) recognized this

problem when monitoring the progress of seventh grade students. They

stated that even for simple, Vped entries, students spent inordinate amounts

of time hunting and pecking about the keyboard. The students themselves

reported that they found typing time-comsuming and distracting in

comparison to writing with pen and paper. Some students also mentioned

that typing problems interrupted their concentration while attempting to

comPose. Thus if students are not adequate typists, study conclusions may be

inappropriate.

3. Many researchers have not allowed students enough time to become

proficient at using word processing programs (Collier, 1983; Harris,lgBS; Hult,
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1986; lvfcAllister & Louth, 1988). A few hours or weeks is not sufficient to

become competent at word processing. Daiute (1985) concluded that it takes

more than a school year, even with typing inslruction, for junior high school

students to become as fluent n'ith the computer as they are with paper and

Pen.

4. A general lack of experimental controls is evident in many

experimental studies. In Han'isher's (1987) sbudy, both the control and

experimental groups were permitted to learn holv to use the rvord processor.

Thus the transfer of word processing skills into handwritten essays by the

control grouP seems likely. Hult (1985) failed to take into consideration the

biasing effects of analyzing her writing samples personally. Objective raters

and inter-rater reliability analysis should have been employed. Harris (1985)

in selecting the subjects for her study simply asked for 6 volunteers. She later

determined that these students had higher grades than most class members.

Harris further contaminated the results of her study by personally editing all

rough drafts.

5. There has been too much generalization based on the findings of

both small experimental studies and case sfudies. Findings which were never

intended to be generalized by the original investigator have been hreated as

universal by other researchers. For example l{arris (1985, p.924) said "I

realize, nonetheless, that the small number of subjects and my method of

selecting them means that I cannot generalize my findings to all student

writers". Despite this, Fitzgerald (1987) used Harris as a reference to support
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her contention that there is less writing revision with the use of word

processors than with paper and pencil.

6. Either the length of the study is too short or training not regular

enough to bring about meaningful change. Some studies fail to state the

duration of the study (Bean, 1983; Hult, r9g5). studies which appear to be too

short are those conducted by Collier (1985), Grejda (l9g8), Harris (19g5) and

Sommers (1985). Daiute (1986) carried out a year-long study but a perusal of

her procedures reveals that subjects used the word processor only one class

period a week. This may have been too infrequent to develop and

consolidate r.vord processing and typing skills. Graves (19g3) in his process

approach to writing recommends writing every day.

7. Much research has skirted the issue of overall holistic quality and

concentrated on cataloging either the kinds of revisions or the pre-planning

activities carried out when using the word processor (I{arris, l9B5; I-Iaas ,lg1g
and Hult, 1985). In the absence of an overall holistic qualiry check, it is
difficult to interpret the results of revision analysis. Collier (1983) points out

that more revising doesn't necessarily lead to better writing qualiry. Further,

Faigley and Witte (1981) found that expert writers tended to revise less and

still obtain better quality scores. Thus, in order to dralv meaningful

conclusions, an overall holistic qualify check of students' writing should be

included with revision analysis. The investigator will attempt to avoid these

confounding factors in the development of his study.
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KevboardineSkills

one can not conduct a word processing experiment without

considering the effects on writing of previous keyboarding experience or lack

of it. The author controlled for keyboarding skills in his experiment by

choosing two groups of students who had two years of previous touch-typing

training. However, what does the recent literature say about the teaching of

keyboarding skills?

There presently appears to be tu¡o main points of view on

the teaching of touch-typing to elementary students (waner, Behymer, &

McCrary 1992). There are those teachers, many from business education, who

feel that the teaching of touch-typing will be a definite benefit to elementary

students. On the other hand, there are many teachers who feel that touch-

typing is too difficult for students to learn at this level and that it also reduces

the sfudents'opportunity to compose. Let us now look at the reasons why

each group feels the way it does about the teaching of touch-typing.

1". Supporters of touch-typing at the elementary level believe teaching

keyboarding skills will help to prevent the development of inefficient

keyboarding habits. Keyboarding is a cumulative skill that makes it hard for

students to develop good skills after already developing inappropriate habits.

Therefore students lose the chance to use keyboarding effectively in

vocational or avocational pursuits (Boyce, 1988,and Binderup, rggg). This
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should be a concern since only 13 percent of 753 elementary schools in the

u.s.A. provide keyboarding instruction for their students (sormunery

Adams, Berg, & Prigge's 1.990).

2. Early touch-keyboarding instruction allows students to concentrate

on the product rather than the procedure. If keyboarding is to be beneficial,

automaticity is required (Bloom, 1,986; wronkoviclu 1988). Hunting and

pecking requires conscious attention to what the fingers are doing.

Consequently, sfudents spend more time concentrating on how to keyboard

than on the material they are composing. This view would also be supported

by Dalton & Hannafin (1,987) who noted that while attempting to write, typing

problems interrupted sfudent concentration. Daiute (1983) also noted that

faster typing means a faster flow of ideas when writing at the computer.

3. Finally supporters of touch-typing in the elementary schools do so

because it gives students the opportLrnity to acquire essential skills (Boyce,

1988). Futurists project that nearly aII of today's students will use computers

when they go to worþ regardless of the fields they enter. Therefore, effective

keyboarding instruction is a necessity.

Reasons for No Elementary School Touch-Typing Instruction

1. Many elementary teachers plan activities to make creative writing

easier for children. Flowever, insisting that children be proficient touch-

keyboarders before they explore writing on computers makes writing a more

difficult process (Kahn & Feeyd, 1,990).
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2. Secondly urr undue focus on fine motor skills during composing or

as a prerequisite to composing runs counter to the philosophy of many

teachers because they believe that children's attention is distracted from

meaning making (Kahn and Freyd 1990).

3. Touch-Wping is not developmentally appropriate for elementary

students, especially the younger ones. The finger reaches performed in

keyboarding were designed for adult hands. Even high school students who

have small hands or fingers will testify to difficult keyboard reaches (Waner,

Behymer, and McCrary, 1992).

4. Some educators believe that elementary children are not ready

psychologically for the abstract learning entailed in keyboarding. Anyone

who types frequently knows that a typist does not think either about each

letter or what finger strikes that letter. The response is automatic (Bloom,

1986). This abstract concept is difficult for children (waner, Behymer &

McCrary 1992).

5. Lastly, educators question where to find time to teach touch-fyping.

Which class or classes would be shortened or eliminated? Teachers complain

already that there is not enough time in the day to teach all subjects

adequately. How can anyone propose adding another course to the

curriculum (Waner, Behymer & McCrary 1,992)?

Summarv

-

This author feels that neither point of view is entirely right, each has
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legitimate arguments. A compromise might best meet student needs at the

elementary level. Touch-typing may be developmentally inappropriate for

younger students. Fine motor skills tend to be lacking at this level. Thus a

combination of keyboardfamiliarization whicln uses both index fingers only

(Kahn, Avicolli & Lodise L990) and some basic touch-typing principles

(Fidanque, 1990) might best meet the keyboarding needs of the K - Gr.3

students. Such basic touch-typing principles as thumb only for space bar, little

finger on RETURN and SHIFT keys, and never crossing hands by dividing

the keyboard in half to establish left and right keys would be beneficial at this

level (Fidanque, 1990). Touch-typing instruction might be best introduced at

the Grade 4-6 level.

Important Considerations for the Teaching of Touch-Typing

1. To help students familiarize themselves with keyboards when

computers are in short supply, making photocopied laminated reproductions

of computer keyboards and practising on them for five minutes daily is

beneficial (Kahn & Freyd 1990).

2. Keyboarding should not be viewed as a subject but rather as a skill

that is useful for learning other subjects. Keyboarding should be taught and

used across the curriculum in much the same way that reading and writing

are taught and used across the curriculum (Anderson-Inmarç 1,990; Balajthy,

1e86).

3. A touch-typing program which gives immediate feed back on speed
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and accurary is important (Robinson,1985; West, 1983).

4. Short (1.5-20 minutes) daily sessions are the best way to introduce

touch-typing (Sormunerç1991). Frequent, short spaced practice periods

distributed over learning time is preferred (Singer, 1980).

5. when should touch-typing be taught? supporters of touch-typing

would suggest that keyboarding instruction should begin one grade before the

students become involved in keyboarding applications (Dennee, r9B9).

Sormunen (1988a) concluded that the specific grade level at which instruction

is provided was not important.

6. The instructor needs to be constantly reinforcing correct touch-typing

skills especially at the beginning of the program, less often as the students

become more experienced, but never dropped completely (Manitoba

Education and Training, 1993).

7. Teachers need to give students a clear understanding of the purpose

of acquiring good keyboarding skills so that students are motivated to learn

this skill (Prigge & Braathen,1993).

8. The physical envi¡onment for computers needs to be considered

carefully. Such things as proper spacing between computers, proper height of

tables, adjustable heights of chairs, and reduction of screen glare by proper

placement of light sources and closing window blinds, are also very

important considerations.
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9. Students should alrvays use the same computer because different

compuiers keyboards cau have a different kinesthetic feel (Sormunen, 1997).

Research Considerations for this Stud]¡

This study tr¡as based on the follor..,'ing considerations:

1. Grejda (1988) has stated that little previous research has been

conducted using young, inexperienced rvriters as subjects. It is difficult to

draw conclusions regarding the best methods for teaching rvord processing

and rvriting to younger students based on studies at higher levels (basic

writers & able writers). This investigator found that a majoriry of the studies

he revier.ved rvere at the college and professional n'riting levels. Thus more

research was required at elementary school levels and this study used sixth

graders as subjects.

2. This study was unique from most previous studies in that all

subjects in the sfudy worked totally in the word processing condition,

avoiding the pen and paper versus word processing conhroversy.

3. There has been conflicting evidence about the effects

of r,vord processing on high and low ability groups. Dalton and l-Iannafin

(1987), Pivarnick (1985) and Cirello (1986) found word processing had a

significant effect ou low ability groups. Collier (1983) and Grejda (1988) found

the opposite effect. Further investigation is required. This study included
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both high and low abitity groups to see which group benefited more from

word processing braining.

4. The use of an overall holistic quality scale is the best way of

evaluating student writing (Meyers, 1980). Holistic overall writing qualiry

improvement (using 4-12 point holistic scales) has been established with

college basic writers by Sommers (1985), Etchison (1985) and McAllister &

Louth (1988). Gains in overall holistic writing qualiry have not been

established with young writers (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 19S6). Thus fu¡ther

investigation with the overall qualiby measure at the young writers level is

necessary. An overall holistic writing quality measure was used in this study.

5. There is overwhelming support for research r.vhich has inco¡porated

Process writing instruction with word processing skills (Clements, L986;

Daiute, 1986; Hult, 1,986; Fitzgerald & rvlarkham,l9B7 and pufahl,lgg4).

Etchison (1985), Sommers (1985) and Daiute (19S6) found that using a process

approach to writing combined rvith rvord processing significantly increased

overall writing quality. Current methodologies for writing instruction also

have advocated the use of a process approach to writing instruction (Atr.vell,

L981; Graves, 1983; McCormick-Calkins, l9g2). This investigator therefore

selected teachers using process rvriting methodology.

6. Little or no research has been done on the effects of intensive practice

of word processing skills (Daiute, 1989). This study incorporatcd O'Connor's

(1986) method of guided word processing practicc since it has been proven

effective.
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7. Nrany studies (Daiute, 1986;Fltzgerald & Markham, l9g7 and

Sommers, l9B5) which used revision analysis, tended to classify revisions

under Faigley & Witte's taxonomy (1987,1984) or a modified version of it.

This rvas the first taxonomy rvhich allowed researchers to examine revisions

at surface and deep meaning levels. A modified version of this procedure

was used to examine the qualify of revisions to determine whether there

were any increases in deep meaning revisions at the end of the study.

8. Students in this study were experienced at word processing. The use

of experienced word processing students should provide more expertise and

time for actual revision. This is a deparfure from previous studies (Dalton &

Hannafin, 1987;Daiute,1986; Grejda, l98B) in which students had little

previous ryPing and word processing experience before the research began.

9. The author planned on having one computer available for each

student as Grejda did in 1988. This eliminated the problem of rvaiting for

turns and rushing so that others could have their turn. Previous studies had

serious problems in this area. when they had 48, s7 and g0 subjects,

respectively, Bridervell, Sirc & Brooke (1985) had only 4 computers, Daiute

(1986) B, and Dalton & Hannafin (l9BT) 1,2.

10. Multiple data collection methods were used (questionnaire,

experimental data, anecdotal notes, case sbudies, and audio and videotapes).

other studies (Bradley, l9B2; Bridwell, sirc & Brooke, l9g5; Colli er,l9g3;

Daiute, 1986; Grejda,lgBT; sommers, 1985) have used multiple methods of data

collection with excellent success.
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L1. This study included Grejda's (1988) three measures for evaluating

the qualiby of writing: overall holistic rvriting qualiiy (Appendix A),

mechanical and organizational ratings.

12. This author followed Hult's (1996, p. 12) suggestion "students need

instruction in word processing functions that allow them to add and

rearrange as well as substitute and delete." Further, Hult emphasized the use

of block commands to accomplish rearrangements in the text. These

functions were also incorporated into the inshructional program in this

study. See Appendix D.

13. Sbudents were encouraged to write as much of their, draft on the

computer as possible. Students were not allort'ed to write whole texts on

paper and then type them into the computer for revising. Hult (19g6)

indicated that this practice tended to reinforce bad habits. Sommers (19S0)

found that when she permitted this practice students tended to view their

drafts as essentially finished products. Hult (1986) contended that drafts

should be thought of as open-ended, ongoing, and incomplete.

14. lvtany studies included a qualily check with the revision analysis

(Daiute, 1986; Grejda, l9B8; I-Iar+'isher,l9B7; sommer, rggs). when this

occurred, the results of the revision analysis could be more generally

interpreted. More revision did not, however, necessarily lead to quali$
writing. Faigley and Witte (1981), for example, found the opposite effect rvith

expert writers. Studies that used only revision analysis had more limited

application. In this study both qualihy checks and revision analysis
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(operations and levels of revision) were used to evaluate student

compositions.

l-5. Students had to recognize that careful proofreading was as necessary

with papers composed on the computer as it was with papers that were typed

or handwritten (Hult, 1986). This point was also emphasized d*i.g
instruction in the present study.

16. The tenets of a process approach to writing (Graves, 1983) were

followed. Daiute (1983) admonished students to compose quickly in the pre-

writing stage and not worry about making corrections. Similarly, Elbow (L975)

stressed that it is important to get ideas down quickly on a first draft, the

fewer the pauses, the better the flow of ideas. These process writing principles

were stressed in the current study.

17. When pre- and post-testing on holistic writing quality, Etchison

(1985) gave students the writing task two days before they were to write, thus

giving them an opportunity to reflect on the topic prior to the initial 60

minute writing session. Students were also allotted 60 minutes of revising

time two days after they had completed their initial draft (Bridwell, 1979-80).

These procedures were incorporated into the present study.

18. Grejda (1988) supplied identical instruction to a1l treatment groups

on the how and why of word processing. This study similarly applied this

approach.
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19. This investigator field tested the teaching of the word processing

skills and some of the practice exercises, just as Grejda (1987) did in her

preliminary study.

20. There appeared to be paramount support for the use of draft print-

outs or hard copies (computer typed text on paper) when revising text at the

computer (Bradley, 1982; Goutd & Girchkorvsky, l9B4; Haas & Hayes, 1986;

Harris, 1985;Lutz,1987; Wright & Lickorislt 1983). Therefore, students in this

study were given print-outs of their drafts at the revision stage.

21. Daiute (1986) stated that multiple keystroke commands and mode

switching present difficulties for youngsters. The author eliminated some of

this mode sr,vitching in the lvfagic Slate 80 program and also trained all

sfudents to do their composing in the insert mode. The block command

program r.vas also simplified from L2 to 3 moves. See Appendix C.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

This study sought to isolate the effects of the intensive practice of r,vord

processing skills on the writing qualiry and revision patterns employed by

Grade 6 students. The purpose of the study r.vas to determine the value of

specific practice in word processing on the revision patterns and writing

quality of Grade 6 students.

The Participants and Setting

st. James-Assiniboia school Division No. 2 rvas selected for the

following reasons:

1. This school division placed a special emphasis on the use of

computers in instruction.

2. Each school either had or almost had a classroom set of computers

rvhich helped to eliminate the problem of having to wait for a turn at the

equipment.

3. This school division had a computer curriculum which for the last 4

years had emphasized instruction in keyboarding and word processing skills.

4. The Grade 6 students selected for this study had at least 2 years rvord

processing experience, since most schools seriously started this activiby in

Grade 4.
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Adopting the "Greatest Likelihood Principle" (Tierney & Cunnigham,

1984, p' 639), two exemplary heterogeneous Grade 6 classrooms from a middle
to upper middle class suburban area of St. James-Assiniboia School Division
were chosen for this study r.vith assistance from the Division's Elementary

Language Arts Coordinator from many eligible classes. Eligible classes were

defined as those in which the teacher: 1) r.vas using a process approach to

writing;2) responded appropriately to the questions in the teacher screening

checklisi (Appendix E); and 3) taught classes in which there rvere no major

student differences between scores on a Test of Cognitive Skills (TCS) and the

Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) reading sub-test. These scores did not
have to be perfectly balanced since the author rvas looking at the net gain

scores between pre- and post-tests results.

A teacher screening checklist was used by the investigator (Appendix E)

as a further check to establish that the trvo classroom teachers \vere follorving
a similar Process writing approach to composihion instruction. One of the

two Grade 6 classes was randomly chosen as the Intensive Practice Treatment,

while the remaining classroom was assigned as the Non-Intensive practice

Treatment. There were 22 students in the Intensive Practice Treatment and

19 students in the Non-Intensive practice Treatment.

Students in each class were also divided into high and lorv ability

SrouPS based on a median split of the TCS and CAT reading sub-test scores.

Equipment and Materials

Equipment. Each classroom had a class sct of Apple IIe computers. Epson,

Panasonic or Apple Image writer printers \.vere used to produce hard copies
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(Wped text on paper) of students'stories.

using the Magic slate 80 word Processing Program, the students

produced 3 samples, (each including a rough draft and finat revision) of prose

writing: h¡¡o to be used for pre- and post-test results and one for a mid-

program check.

In response to Daiute's (1985) comment about multiple keystroke

commands and mode switching being difficult for youngsters, the author

modified the Magic Slate 80 Word Processing Program, having instructed

classroom teachers to teach their students to do all of their writing in the

insert mode. Multiple keyslroke commands were also simptified where

possible, using the custom function keys part of the Magic State 80 Program.

In particular, the Block Commands were simplified from 12 moves to 3

(Appendix C) by using Delete (CTRL-D) and Get Delete (CTRL-G). This

produced a simplified method of copy, cut and paste.

Materials. Meaningful pre-designed word processing Practice Activity

Lessons were made from S.R.A. stories (level 2c,1969) at the 6.0 readability

level to provide students with practice on the most important word

processing skills affecting the four main kinds of revision: additions,

deletions, substitutions and rearrangements. A greater emphasis was placed

on additions and rearrangements as suggested by Hult (1986). Grejda's (l9BB)

modified mechanical and organizational lists were considered in the

development of the pre-designed computer Practice Activity Lessons

(Appendix D).

To help develop an overall feel for the text (Sommers, 1980) the S.R.A.

reading stories were left intact with the word processing practice activities
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focusing on particular paragraphs within the story. To increase mastery each

pre-designed word processing Practice Activity Lesson repeated the same

word processing skills of delete text, replace text, insert text, and block

commands. The greatest emphasis was put on Block Commands. There was

a total of I word processing Practice Activity Lessons (Appendix D).

Procedures

After the selection of classes and experimental treatment groups, 3

phases remained: 1) the training of teachers in computer technology;

2) implementing the 2 week review of computer skills to both groups; and

3) providing I weekly lessons of word processing practice activities for the

Intensive Practice Treatment. During this time both classes were involved in

regular process writing assignments.

Teacher Training

Each classroom teacher received from 2-4 hours of individual pre-

training (Appendix F) on the word processor to ensure expertise in the word

processing skills employed in the Magic Slate 80 Program. The pre- and post-

test was administered by the investigator to control for differences in teaching

styles. A list of helpful word processing suggestions (Appendix G) based on

current research were given to and discussed with each teacher. A student's

list of helpful hints (Appendix H) was also provided and its use discussed. In

addition, the teacher of the Intensive Practice Treatment received specific

directions for using the pre-designed word processing Practice Activity

Lessons (Appendix D) which were used during one of the four language arts
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classes per cycle for the next 8 weeks. Both classroom teachers were asked to

promote the use of all of the word processing skills during student revisions.

The investigator acted as a technical consultant to both teachers throughout

the program and made two visits to each class per week after the preliminary

teaching of the word processing skills (Appendix C). In addition to being

present in each classroom lwice a weeþ the investigator was also available

once a week throughout the 10 week program to give the teacher technical

advice about the Magic Slate 80 \{ord Processing Program.

Computer Word Processing Skills Review

Both treatment groups received two weeks or 6,40 minute classes of

review and practice on the word processing skills. This was the orùy part of

the program taught by the investigator. All essential word processing skills

were reviewed (block commands, change justification, delete text, modified

type over/insert, format file, get deleted text, other type styles, replace text,

search for text, vertical spacing, cursor moves, save, load and print). See

Appendix C.

Intervention Program

Over a period of 8 weeks both treatments received 4 forty minute

periods a cycle, using the word processor for creative writing, a total of

approximately 24 periods. The Intensive Practice Treatmen! however, spent

one of their 4 periods a cycle on pre-designed word processing Practice

Activity Lessons. The other 3 periods were spent on student writing:
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comPosing and revising papers as part of the regular process writing program.

The Non-Intensive Practice Treatment spent all 4 periods a cycle composing

and revising first drafts and completing creative writing pieces, as both the

classroom teachers continued to implement their regular process approach to

writing instruction (Graves, 1983). A composition checklist (Appendix I) was

given to all students to help them with their revisions. All composing and

revising by both groups were carried out on the computer. The following

time line summarizes study procedures.

Table 1

Program Time Line

Activitv.-

1. Field testing program

2. Permission slips goes home

3. Computer questionnaire

4. Pre-test

5. Review W.P. skills

6. Teacher Instruction

7. Intervention Program

8. Mid-term sample

9. Intervention Program

10. Post-test

Time

2 weeks

Appendix J

L day

l week

L week

L day

4 weeks

2 days

4 weeks

l week

Periods

6

1.

2

6

2

12

2

L2

2

1 period : 40 mins.
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Collection of Ouantitative Data

Prompts

One pre- one mid- and one post-test writing sample, each involving a

draft and a revision, were collected for analysis. The pre- and post-writing

samples were collected using a standard prompt based on personal experience

(Sommers, 1985): "write a story about a winter adventurel" and "write a

story about a summer adventure!" Following Etchison's (19g5) suggestion,

students were given the writing prompt 2 days before they had to write their

pre- and post-test samples, thus they were given rehearsal or pre-writing

time; the opportunity to think about the topic prior to the initial 60 minute

test writing session. Students were also allowed 60 minutes of revision time

lwo days after completing their initial draft. During pre- and post-test

sessions, assistance from teacher and fellow classmates was not allowed,

except in the 15 minute pre-writing activiby (brain storming activity with the

investigator) during the first draft session. One other r.vriting sample, using a

topic of each student's individual choice, was also collected during the mid-

point of the study, a first draft and final revision (no time limit). This

ensured that students were engaged in the writing process. This writing

sample was not used in the data analysis.

Collection of Oualitative Data

students in both classrooms were given an informal computer

questionnaire before the study began to help the investigator learn more
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about students' computer backgrounds (Appendix B). Halfway through the

siudy the investigator made hvo 120 minute videos of each class to determine

how effectively they typed and applied the word processing practice Activiby

Lessons to their work. Teaching styles were also monitored to see if the two

classroom teachers acfually folrowed a process writing approach. The

investigator monitored this during his twice a rveek visits and also made field

notes and recorded audiotapes.

In additiory in depth information was obtained from conducting 8 case 
;

studies, tracing the performance of two students from each of the 4 treaLment

x ability grouPs: Intensive Practice Fligh Abiliby (IPH), Intensive practice Low :

Ability (IPL), Non-Intensive High Abilihy (NIPH), and Non-Intensive Lor,v

Abitry (NIPL). An informal interview was arso conducted with these

students.

The following additional precautions were taken against

contamination of the data:

L. Each treatment group was at a differerit school.

2. Classroom teachers rvere not told specific information about the

other group until after the study had been completed.

3. Pre- and post-test writing samples were coded with a number rather

than with the name of the student to ensure the objectivity of the two

independent raters.
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4. Atl pre- and post-test samples looked identical since the same fufagic

Slate 80 Format Print Program rvas used by both groups (left side justified,

double spaced, 10 space indentation for paragraphs). students r.vere not

allowed to use other "type st¡zles" for these samples.

Analysis of Data

Ouantitative Data

The following analysis was conducted on the trvo classrooms,

dtaÍtltevision pairs for pre- and post-test rvriting samples in order to assess

net gain scores.

Dependent Variables:

Holistic scoring of writing samples

is one of the most effective ways to assess rvriting (lvleyers, l9g0). see

Appendix K for Holistic Scoring Procedure which provides for inter-rater

scoring reliability. The researcher acted as the third rater to adjudicate scores

that differed by more than one point using Grejda's (1988) Flolistic Scoring

Procedures (Appendices A and K). Although it rvas not necessary, the

investigator holistically rated all 82 papers too so he could see if he and his

raters were in reasonable agreement with Grejda's rubric. The investigator

used his raters scores for the statistical analysis. Th"y only differed by more

than 1 point on L out of 82 papers or .99 agreement.
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alitv: A proportional score of corrected

errors (corrected errors/original errors) from draft to finished copy. The

following mechanical errors were scored by the raters on the final

compositions of the pre- and post-tests: the correct use of commas,

possessives, capitalization, punctuation, quotation marks and spelling; and

the use of stringy and/or run-on sentences, sentence fragments and gramrnar

(Grejda 1988 - list modified).

errors to original errors was tallied for the

A proportional score of corrected

formation of new paragraphs.

4' Surface and DeeP Level Revisions: The inves tigator used Fitzgerald

& Markham's (1987) modified version of Faigley and Witte's (198L) taxolomy

of revision types. Definitions of each kind of revision followed Faigley &

witte (1981, 1984) atthough the terms were simplified. Each revision was

classified as a surface or a deep meaning change, later it was further classified

into one of the four basic operations of revisiory deletions, substitutions,

additions and rearrangements. Changes were also coded according to levels:

letter, word, phrase, sentence, and paragraph. The same two raters were also

trained by the investigator to code for surface and deep meaning changes.

5- Text Production: The total number of words in the stories was

tallied and used as a general measure of writing fluency following procedures

established by both Daiute (1984,1986) and Bereiter and Scardamalia (lgg¿).
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6. New Errors: lvlechanical and organizational errors which didn't
occur on the first draft but r+'ere introduced into the r.vriting of the final

revision (Grejda, 1988; Daiute, 1986) were also scored

Deep changes worse meaning were also evaluated. Any change at the

rvord, phrase, sentence or paragraph or higher level rthich took away from

the original clariby and meaning of the text was considered a worse change.

Inter-Rater Reliabilitl¡

Inter-rater reliabilities, the extent to which two or more raters agree on

the rating for compositions, rvere calculated for the foregoing scores: overall

holistic quality rating, mechanical revision quality, organizational revision,

revisional patterns analysis (surface and deep meaning), and new errors.

Two raters, one a retired elementary school teacher and the other a

retired psychologist with an English major, rvere trained by the investigator

on holistic scoring. Writing samples from both pre- and post-test were

randomly mixed so that raters didn't know which set of papers they were

rating. lnter-rater reliability coefficients were calculated on the two

independently derived scores using all of the holistic scores and a 25 percent

random sample on the other previously mentioned dependent variables.
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Table2

Inter-Rater Reliability Scores

Holistic Scoring

Mechanical Scoring

New Errors

Organizational Scoring (paragraphing)

Surface Changes

Deep Changes

Deep Changes Worse lvleaning

.99

.81

.68

.55

.54

.45

.73

These coefficients were determined using the following guidelines:

Holistic Scoring. All the papers that rvere the same or within one holistic
point divided by the total number of papers (crejda, 19Bg).

fu[echanical Scoring. The average of the percentage of the total corrected

errors by the three markers (tn'o blind raters and the investigator) divided by
the average of the total errors by all th¡ee markers. Any result that fell rvithin
10 percent of this average tvas accepted as agreement. This criterion and the

next five to follow were developed by the investigator since no precedent-

setting scoring rubrics could be found for these areas (mechanical, new errors,

surface changes, deep changes, deep changes rvorse meaning and

organizational scoring - paragraphing).

Anything within + or - trvo errors per paper was accepted as agreement
for the following categories: new erïors; surface changes; deep changes; deep
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changes worse meaning; and organizational scoring (paragragHrg).

Some of the inter-rater reliabilities were quite low probably due to the

difficulties of coming to an agreement on what was meant by the terms

surface changes, deep changes, orgatizational scoring (pangrapH.g). A more

detailed rubric should have been used by the raters like the rubric for holistic
scoring. There was also a fair amount of subjectivity in these areas which
would lead to greater inconsistency. The investigator's inter-rater reliability
formulas may also have been inferior.

Designof Stud!¡

As described earlier, a combined Test of Cognitive skills (TCS) and

Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) reading sub-test score were used to classify

the subjects into high and low ability groups. The accompanying diagram

illustrates the resulting 2 x 2 factorial design of the study.

Non-Intensive
Practice

Intensive
Practice

High
Ability

High Abiüty
Non-Intensive
Practice

High Ability
Intensive
Practice

Low
Ability

Low Ability
Non-Intensive
Practice

Low Ability
Intensive
Practice

N
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The investigator used two-way ANOVA's to check for significant main

effects between the two different trealment conditions on each dependent

measure: 1) the overall holistic score, 2) mechanical revision score,

3) otganizational revision score, 4) surface / deep meaning level of revision

scores, 5) text productiorL and 6) new errors. Questionnaire and revision

patterns analysis scores were transformed into percentages.

Qualitative Data

In addition to the foregoing measures the investigator used field notes,

collected data on I case studies (Tierney & Cunningham, 1gg4), reviewed 16

hours of audiotapes and 4 hours of videotapes to verify the quantitative

information.

Fredictions

1' Prior research provides little evidence of overall quatity gains for

computer use in writing at the young experienced writer level (Fitzgerald &

Markham,l987). Since a process approach to writing was being used (which

has shown results at other levels), the researcher predicts there will be

positive changes in holistic scores from pre- to post-test for the Intensive

Practice Treatment.

2' Mechanical and orgatizational revision quality scores should also

increase since the pre-designed computer activity lessons will specifically

concentrate on these areas.
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3. Daiute (1983) feels that word processing makes the physical work of

recopying easier. Since writing skills are hardest for low ability students, the

researcher predicts that the low ability students will show more gains than

the high ability students.

4. Scardamaiia & Bereiter 0986) questioned whether or not younger

students have the ability to revise at the deep structure level. Since the abiliry

to do this is being emphasized in the word processing skills (addition & block

commands), it is predicted that the Intensive Practice Treatment will show

more deep meaning revisions than the Non-Intensive Practice Treatment.

5. Many researchers (Case, 1985; Clements,1987; Daiute, 1983,1986;

Etchisorç 1985; and Haas, 1989) have found that writers tend to write longer

texts on the word processor as compared to handwritten texts. Since both

treatments are using the word processor in this study, this researcher doesn't

expect to find any real differences in the length of text generated between the

two treatments.



CHAPTER4

TTESIJLTS

This chapter presents a detailed analysis of the data obtained in the

study. Quantitative data were evaluated using a proc GIM two way

ANOVA's (SAS/STAT lJser's Guide, SAS Institute Inc. lg}g), net gain scores

between pre- and post-tests being assessed on the following six dependent

variables-differences in: 1) holistic scores; 2) mechanical scores;

3) organizational scores;4) surface and deep meaning; s) text length; and

6) new errors. Tr,vo dependent variables, difference in deep meaning worse

text and difference in paragraphs were dropped because there were too many

zero scores and missing values. See Appendix L. The investigator searched

for significance at the .05 level of confidence.

Quantitative Research Results

The first question to be examined was whether there were any

differences between high and low ability groups receiving either ongoing or

restricted practice in word processing skills as determined by overall holistic

writing quality.

53
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As shown in Table 3, no significant differences were detected among

treatmeni and abiliby groups and there was no significant interachion betr.veen

treatment and ability F ( 1, g7 ) :1..37, p< .25. The means (Table 4) of the

trearment groups for holistic qualiby \l,ere IpH : .90 and IpL = .1g compared to

NIPH: .00 and NIPL : -.22.

Table 3

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFHOL

Source DF lvf S PF

TRMT

ABILITY

TRMT x ABILITY

1

1

1

4.39

2.29

0.65

1,.37

0.72

0.20

.25

.40

.65

DIFFHOL = difference in holistic scores

P<.05

Table 4 on the following page shows

each dependent variable.

the mean scores for each group on
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Table4

Comparison of the Means

Dependent

Variables
NIPH

Mean SD

NIPL

Mean SD

IPH

Mean SDSD

IPL

Mean

DIFFHOL IO

DIFFMECH IO

DIFFSURF 1O

DIFFDEEP IO

DIFFfXT 10

DIFFNERR 10

0.00 2.35

18.0 19.2

5.00 7.29

2.30 6.83

2'7.7 108.5

0.40 6.46

9 -O.22

9 -5.77

9 1.33

9 3.88

9 57.55

9 4.55

11 0.90

I l -5.00

I l 4.O9

I l 2.36

l1 13.18

1l 0.54

0.18 1.33

-3.O9 19.5

3.72 8.10

0.55 5.61

75.54 162.2

-1.82 4.OO

0.66

I 1.3

rr.45

4.43

t43.3

8.29

2.17

23.7

12.54

6.77

t27.5

3.14

ll

1l

11

11

1l

l1

NIPH = Non-lntensit e Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High
DIFFI-IOL = Difference in Holistic
DIFFSURF = Differ-ence in Surface
DIFFTXT = Dill'erence in Text Length

NIPL = Non-Intensive Practice Low,
IPL = Intensive Practice Lorv
DIFFMECH = Diffèrence in Mechanical
DIFFDEEP = Dif'ference in Deep
DIFFNERR = Diff'erence in Nerv Errors

The second question addressed was the issue of whether or not there

were any differences between groups of high and low ability receiving either

ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as determined by

mechanical revision quality which included the presence of commas,

capitalizatiory possessive, punctuation, quotation marks, spelling, grammar,

and sentence structure.

As shown in Table 5, an examination of the results for mechanical

revisions showed that there was a significant interaction between treatment

and ability (F (1, 37) : 4.5J,, B<.04).
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Table5

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFMECH

Source DF ltf S PF

TRN4T

ABILITY

TRlvfT x Ability

1

1

1

1050.12

1217.1.1

1679.22

2.82

3.27

4.57

.10

.07

.04

DIFFMECH: difference in mechanical scores

P<.05

A comparison of the means (refer back to Table 4) of the treatment

groups indicated that the non-intensive practice high ability group performed

significantly better than the other treabment groups in terms of lack of

mechanical errors (MPH's mean : 18.00 compared to NIpL mean : -s.7T,rplH

mean: -5.00, and IPL mean = -3.09). These interactions are plotted in Figure 1.

Figure L

An lnteraction in Mechanical Scores

low abiliry
low abiliby
high ability

25
20
15

10

5
0

-5

Non-intensive
Practice

Intensive
Practice

Post lvfech. > Pre ìVfech. for NIPH ( significant at the p < .05 )
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Table 6 presents the actual

mechanical error correctíon figures. Overail only 22 percent of the erÍors

were corrected. Th¡ee out of the four treatments received lorver scores from

pre- to post-test on correcting mechanical errors. The NIPH group however,

improved their scores from 22 to 40 percent. Table 7 at thebottom of the page

presents this data in terms of percent net gain.

Table 6

Percent of Corrected Mechanical Errors

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

an()/
¿_L /O 40'/o r6% 1t(/o 28% .'r.)()/

LL /O 18To Is%

NIPH: Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-lntensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

Table 7

Percent of Net Gain in Mechanical Scores

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

1B% _5% 6% _3%

NIPH : Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL: Intensive Practice Low
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Oualit,v of Organizational Revisions

The third question to be examined was the issue of whether or not

there were any differences between students of high and lor¡¡ ability receiving

either ongoing or restricted practice in r¡¡ord processing skitls as determined

by organizational parcgraph development. The investigator was unable to

assess this question statistically, however, since there were too many zero and

missing values (see raw scores, Appendix L).

Percent of corrected organizational errors. Table 8 below shows that

the NIPH group corrected the greatest number of paragraphing errors: pre-

test,64 percenÇ and post-test, 55 percent. The NIPH group appeared to have a

better understanding of paragraphing. Overall, only 421ßf : 21 percent of

paragraph errors were corrected.

Table I
Percent of Corrected Paragraphs

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

740361435T75564

NIPH : Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-lntensive Practice Low
IPL : lntensive Practice Low



Surface and Deep Level Revisions

The fourth question to be addressed lvas whether or not there were any

more tendencies to make deep level as opposed to surface level revisions on

the part of high or low abilily students in the Intensive Practice groups

compared to the Non-Intensive practice groups.

There was no significant difference in surface meaning scores to report

from Table 9 where F ( 1,37 ) < 1.00. Within group variability was too large to

produce any significance. The small number of subjects in each cell may also

account for the lack of significance.

Table 9

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFSURF

Source DF IWS PF

TRMT

ABILITY

TRlvfT x ABILITY

27.38

0.13

29.54

0.75

0.00

0.81

.39

.95

.37

DIFFSURF = difference in surface meaning scores

P <.05

There was no significant difference in deep meaning scores to report as

shown in Table 10 where F ( 1, g7 ) < 1,.00. within group variabiliry was too

large to produce any significance. The small number of subjects in each cell

may also account for the lack of significance.
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Table 10

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFDEEp

Source DF MS

TRMT

ABILITY

TRMT x ABILITY

1

1

1

27.38

0.13

29.54

0.75

0.00

0.81

.39

.95

ary.J/

DIFFDEEP : difference in deep meaning scores
p<.05

Surface level

changes (letter level automatically considered surface and words that when

changed did not lead to a clearer understanding of the text) were anaLyzed

further. As shown in Table 11, the NIPH group had the largest number of

surface level changes. The NIPH also corrected the most mechanical errors as

indicated in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 11

Percent of Net Gain in Surface Level Changes

NIPH IPL

Ra¡n¡ Raw Raw

39 60T91295

NIPH: Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low
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when deep level changes (those words, phrases, sentences, and

paragtaphs which contributed to clearer understanding of the story) were
examined more closery, as shown in Table 12, the NIPL group had the highest
number of deep level changes with a I52 percent net gain increase while the

IPH group was second with a 63 percent net gain increase. All groups showed
gains in this area.

Table 12

Percent of Net Gain in Deep Lever positive & Negative changes

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Raw 0/
/o Raw (j/

/o Raw o/
/o Raw o./

/o

63I52 26353623 136

NIPH: Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

Frequency counts indicate that the amount of revision appeared to

increase from pre- to post-test (pre-test : 466 changes and post-test: 700

changes, Table 23) for all four treahnents (NIpH : g5 changes, NIpL : 46

changes, IPH: 61 changes, IpL :42 changes) but as Table 13, on the next page,

indicates, so did the number of deep meaning changes that produced poorer
writing quality for all four treatments (rrJIpF! NIPL, IpH, IpL ).
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Table 13

Percent Net Gain in Deep Level Negative Changes

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Raw 0/
/o Raw û/

/o Raw (r/
/o Raw (t/

/o

JJ278.68.7

NIPH : Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL = Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

Text Production

The fifth question to be examined was whether or not there were any

differences between students of high and low ability receiving either ongoing

or restricted practice in word processing skills as determined by text

Production or the total words contained on pre- and post-test final revisions.

No statistical significance was found in text length scores, as shown in

Table 14 on the next page (F (1, 37) :1.1.5, p < .29). When the mean (see Table

4) scores for ability were examined more closely, however, the low ability

grouPs appeared to benefit more from practice and review of word practising

skills. The means of both low ability groups were 57.55 Non-Intensive

Practice Low (NIPL) and 75.55Intensive Practice Low (IPL). The means of the

high ability groups were 27.7 Non-Intensive Practice High (NIPH) and 13.18

Intensive Practice High (IPH) respectively.
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Table 14

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFTXT

Source DF MS P

TRMT
ABILITY
TRMT x ABILITY

1

1

1

30.67
21.643.53

2689.48

0.00
1.15
0.14

.97

.29

.70

DIFFTXT : difference in text length scores
p<.05

Text length averages. As shown in Table 15, below, it is interesting to

note that when rvord counts were tallied, both high ability groups produced

about the same amount of final text (NIpH : SI2 rvords, IpH : 530 words) and

so did both low ability groups (NIPL : z94rvords, IpL : 43s), even though

their touch typing skills were drasticaliy different (refer to videotape analysis

in this chapter). The overall average composition iength according to

treatment was NIP : 401words and IP : 426 words.

Table 15

Text Length Averages for Final Revisions

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

425 512 272 394 430 s30 307 435

NIPH : Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-Intensive Practice Low

IPL : Iniensive Practice Low
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Table L6 shorvs that all four trealments n'rote more text for both the

pre- and post-test final revisions. The IPL group shor,r'ed the greatest average

net gain between pre- and post-test final revisions (128 r.t'ords).

Table L6

Text Length Average Net Gains

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

87 722 100 1,28

NIPH : Non-lntensive Practice High
IPH = lntensive Practice High

NIPL = Non-lntensive Practice Low
IPL = [ntensive Practice Low

As the number of revisions increased, so did the phenomenon of

adding text at the end of first drafts instead of adding ideas within the text.

This finding was similar to that of Daiute, (1986). Thus from Table 17 r.r,e can

see that the IPL group added considerably more text at the end of their first

drafts than did other groups.

Table 17

Percent of Net Increase in Added Text

to the End of the Final Revision

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

1,02yo 49'./o aar/z/o 247%,

NIPH = Non-lntensive Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High

NIPL = Non-lnlensive Practice Low
IPL = lntensive Practice Low
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On average, 42 percent of the subjects, as indicated in Table 18, did not

finish their first draft ending in the allotted 60 minutes.

Table 18

Percent of students Adding to Text who Hadn't Finished

Story From First Draft

IPLIPHNIPH NIPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

30% 40% 44% 56%¡ 45%, 27% 36%, s5%

NIPH: Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High

NIPL : Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

trvhen Table L9 on the next page is examined, findings show that an

average of 7 percent of the students who had completed a first draft still added

text at the end of their story during the final revision. Thus the phenomenon

of adding text to the end of first draft rather than within text in this study, as

Daiute, (1986) found, appears to be due to students not finishing their first

draft within the allotted time. The problem then becomes how to get

students to bring about closure and undertake serious revisions. Perhaps

providing both more time in writing workshop plus authentic audiences to

receive final products would help overcome these difficulties.
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Table L9

Percent of Students Adding to Text Who Had Finished

Story From First Draft

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

rc% 0% 11% 11% o% t8% e%o%

NIPH : Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH : lntensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

Presence of New Errors

The sixth and final question to be addressed was whether or not there

were any differences between students of high and low ability receiving either

ongoing or restricted practice in word processing skills as determined by the

number of new elrors introduced on pre- and post-test final revisions.

As illustrated in Table 20, no statistically significant differences were

found in new error scores, but the interaction between treatment and ability

approached significance (F:3.38, p < .07).
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Table 20

Two Way ANOVA on DIFFNERR

Source DF ì\,fS

TRVIT

ABILITY
TRlvfT x ABILITY

1

1

1

98.72

8.17

108.16

3.08

0.26

3.38

.09

.61.

.07

DIFFNERR : difference in nelv error scores

In looking at the means (Table 4) for the treatment groups, the mean

(-1.81) for the Intensive Practice Low Abilily Group suggests that the IPL

Group appeared to have introduced fewer netr¡ errors into thei¡ revisions.

(See Figure 2 below). A negative value for this dependent variable is

considered to be an improvement.

Figure 2

An Interaction in New Errors

5

4
J
2

1,

0
-1
-2

Non-Intensive
Practice

Intensive
Practice
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Number of new errors. As indicated in Table 21below, the writing of

three of the four groups (NIPH, NIPL, IPH) showed increases in the number

of new errors from pre- to post-test while the IPL was the only group to

decrease their score. A negative score here is desirable, however.

Table2l
Number of New Errors

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

193922I616 574238

NIPH = Non-Intensive Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-Intensive Practice Low
IPL : Intensive Practice Low

Not only did the NIPL Group make the greatest number of deep

meaning changes (Table 12) but they also introduced the greatest number of

new errors as shown in Table 22. Net increases in new errors is represented

by the difference in pre- and post-test raw scores. The NIPH and the IPH

treatments both increased by 6 new errors which is not significant. The NIPL

treatment had a much greater increase (4L new errors) and the IPL treatment

appeared to perform best in this category with a new error score of -20. This

however, may be explained by the fact that the IPL treatment had the lowest

net gain changes. The fern¿er the changes made in the text, the less the

opportunity to produce new errors.
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Table22

Net Increase in New Errors

NIPH NIPL

47 -20

NIPH = Non-lntensive Practice High
IPH = Intensive Practice High

NIPL: Non-lntensive Practice Low
IPL = Intensive Practice Low

Revision Patterns

In addition to the statistical analysis, frequency counts rvere tallied to reveal

Patterns in data. Altogether there lvere 1166 changes from first draft to final

revision in both pre- and post-test writing samples during this word

processing study (see Tables 23 and 24). The subjects made a total oÍ 466

changes from their first to their revised drafts in the pre-test and 700 changes

from first draft to final revision in their post-tests, f.or a net gain of 50 percent.

Looking at the treatment groups, the Non-Intensive Practice (NIP) group had

a net gain in total changes of 58 percent while the Intensive Practice (Ip) group

had a net gain in total changes of 43 percent. Examination of revision

patterns revealed that the Non-Intensive Practice Fligh (NIPH) group had a

net gain in total changes of 61 percent, the Non-Intensive Practice Low (NIpL)

group had a net gain in total changes of 53 percent, the Intensive Practice

High GPI{) group had a net gain in total changes of 4g percent, and the

lntensive Practice Lor,v (IPL) group had a net gain in total changes of 3g
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percent (See Table 24 for a detailed analysis.) It appears that this experiment

encouraged all treatment and ability groups to take more risks and make

more changes to their text using the word processing program. Flowever,

changes in themselves do not necessarily enhance writing qualily.

A review of overall percentage of revision operations excluding letter

level revisions (Sommers, 1980) resulted in the following: additions equaled

53 percent of the total changes, substitutions equaled 35 percenf deletions

equaled L0 percent, and rearrangements equaled 2 percent.

Looking at the percent occurrence for the revision operations between

pre- and post-test results there was little change in the percentage occurrence

of the revision operations: pre-test additions : 48 percenÇ post-test additions :
42 percent; pre-test deletions : 9 percent; post-test deletions : 14 percent; pre-

test substitutions : 42 percent; post-test substitutions : 42 percent; with pre-

test rearrangements : 1 percent, and post-test reaffangements : 2 percent.

Even when the net changes in percent level of occurrence for revision

operations (Table 24) werc examined more closely, the greatest change noted

was -13 percent for additions in the NIPH Group. For this type of information

to be meaningful, investigators will have to establish the relationship

between changes in revision operations (additions, deletions, substitutions

and rearrangements) and the effects on writing quatity ( holistic quality,

mechanical, organizational and surface/deep meaning changes). This

investigator was unable to establish such a relationship. Future research in

this area is necessary to establish whether or not revision pattern analysis is

worthwhile in assessing writing quality.
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Table23

Level of Occurrence of Revision Operations
for Pre- & Post-Test Raw Scores

Typcs ol'
Opcrutions Grand

Totals: NIPH

Prc Tcsl.s

NIPL IPH Tot.Tot.IPL

Post Tcsts

NIPH NIPL IPH IPL

I 166

296224Additions
Lcttcr
Wcxtl

Phr¿sc

Scntcnce
Rrragraph
Sub Totals:

Dclctions

[¡ttcr
Wtxd
Phm-sc

Scntcncc
Rrragruph
Sub Toürls:

Su bstituticlns

L¡ttcn
W(xd
Phru-sc

Scntcncc
Parugruph

Sub Totals:

Rcarmngcmcnts

[¡ttcrs
Wrnl
Phnrsc

Scntcncc
Rnrgruph
Sub Totals:

Toral:

9540r35

29 tì 26 25
t2 12 20 t5
3l 19 19 20
Itì 13 16 6
3220

9354836É'

24 19 19 2l
13t07to
25 l0 t4 t3
t20t29
2004

76 39 52 s7

158175
4733
5339
3433
0000

27 22 26 20

71084
222t
0t02
0001
0000
9t3108

13 47x 36
256il
l_s 19 t7
120
000

y74æ

26 lfì 4f;* 29
13t077
1559rì
0003
0020

y33&47

023
001
t00
230
000
354

ty¡ 8tìr33

I

2

I

0
0
4

225

2%t9849t

47
33
20

I

0
l0l

l6

0
0
I

0
0
I

t40

I

0
0
I

0
2

87

0
0
I

0
0

I

127

0
0
0
0
0
0

I t2

x = ht'o studcnts in thc IPH group dicl not usc any capitaliz.ution in thcir l'irst drali and thcn -.apiralizctl in
thcir l'inal rcvision! To prcvcnt skovctl scorcs f.hc invcstigator atlju.stctl filr thi.s.
NIPH = Non-lntcnsivc Practicc High NIpL = Non-lntcnsivc pracricc Lorv
IPH = Intcnsivc Pructicc High IPL = Intcnsivc Practicc Lorv
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Table24
Percent Level of Occurrence of Revision Operations

for Pre- & Post-Tests

Typcs of'

Opcratir>ns

Prc Tcsts

NIPH NIPL IPH

Post Tcsls

NIPH NIPL IPH

Grand
Totals IPL IPL

Tr>t.Tot.

Additions

Lcttcr
Word
Phrusc

Scntcncc
Paragraph
Sub Totals:

Dclctions

Lcttcr
W(xd
Phru-sc

Scntcncc
Parugruph

Sub Totals:

S ubstitutions

[-cttcr
W<xrl

Phrasc

Scntcncc
Faragruph

Sub Totals:

Rcamrngcmcn[s

L¡ttcrs
Wt¡rd

Phnrsc

scntcncc
Parugruph

Sub Tourls:

l7.t 21.8
9.3 I1.5

t7.9 I1.5
8.6 0.0
1.4 0.0

54.3 44.f1

5.0 I l._s

t.4 2.3
0.0 t.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
6.4 r5.0

15.0 ltì.8
5.5 8.9

I 1.0 I 1.6

9.4 8.0
0.0 3.6
40.9 l).9

6.3 3.6
1.6 0.9
0.0 1.8

0.0 0.9
0.0 0.0
7.9 7.2

t2.9 6.0
5.3 9.0

t3.rì t4.3
tì.0 9.tì
1.3 1.5

4t.3 40.6

6.7 6.0
t.tì 5.3
1a a.,

-.Jt.3 3.0
0.0 0.0

12.0 16.6

20.9 9.tì
14.7 t8.rì
tì.9 I I.3
0.4 0.7
0.0 0.0
44.9 40.6

0.4 0.0
0.9 0.0
0._5 0.7
0.0 t.5
0.0 0.0
t.tì 2.2

42Vo

13.8 16.2
10.6 9.7
r0.l 13.0
8.5 4.O

l.l 0.0
44.t 42.9

l4%t

9.0 3.2
r.6 2.0
r.6 5.rì
t.6 0.0
0.0 0.0
t3.tì I3.0

421¡

25.0 T.4
3.2 7.t

t0. I I t.0
I. l 0.o
0.0 0.0

39.4 4t.5

2%t

t. t 2.0
0.0 0.6
0.0 0.0
l.(r O.0

0.0 0.0
2.7 2.()

ll%t

45%¡

42Q¡

41f7,t

9Q:

42C(

Irì.6 20.7
9.3 I l._5

10.7 5.7
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
3tì.(r 31.9

36.2 25.8
5.5 6.3
7.1 7.1

0.0 2.7
t.6 0.0

50.4 4t.9

l%¡2%¡

0.0 t.2
0.0 0.0
0.7 0.0
0.0 t.l
0.0 0.0
0.7 2.3

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.tì 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.8 0.0

S.mmcrs, ( 1980) suggcstcd typcs .f'.pcruri.ns. Faiglcy a W,rr< f gtil, l9tì4) suggcstcd allof'rhc locls
csccpt thc lcttcr lcvcl rvhich thc authr¡r chos^c tr¡ includc.
NIPH = Non Intcnsivc Pructicc High
IPH = Inrcnsivc Practicc High

NIPL = Non-lntcnsivc Pructicc Lorv
IPL = Intcnsivc Practicc Lt)lv
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ualir,v. Findings showed that performance net gains lvere

not significant for both the Intensive practice High and Low Ability
Treatments F (L, 37):1,.37, p< .25

2. Mechanical errors. In contrast to the other groups, the Non-

Intensive Practice High Ability Group showed a statistically significant

improvement in correction of mechanical errors (punctuation, capitalization,

possessives, quotation marks, spelling, grammar and sentence structure).

3. organizational qualitv. This variabre which was assessed by counting

the number of new paragraphs introduced was dropped, due to the presence

of too many zero values (students didn't correct any paragraphing errors) and

neutral values (students didn't make any paragraphing errors).

¿. No statistical significance lvas

found for surface and deep level changes in the text and no conclusions could

be drawn from an examination of performance means.

5. Text production. In the area of text production for both treatments,

the net gain means of the low abiliby groups and high abiliby groups was not

statistically significant F (1,32) = 1.15, p< .29.

6. Introduction of new errors. The pre- to post-test net gain means for
all groups was not statistically significant. (A negative result here represents

an improvement.)

7' Revision patterns. In this study all four groups increased their net

gains in changes by, on average, 50 percent. This study also found that

percentage of operations used at the pre- and post-test were basically the same

and that the revision operations (less letter level revisions) for additions (53
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Percent), substitutions (35 percent), \4,ere the tr+'o most commonly used

operations followed by deletions (10 percent), and rearrangements (2 percent).

If changes between the types of computer operations (additions, substifutions,

deletions, and rearrangements), levels (letter, rvord, phrase, sentence, and

paragraph) and holistic scores could be established, then the use of revision

patterns could be considered more meaningful. Until this connection

is established results from revision pattern analysis is only speculative.

Students' Perceptions ancl Attitudes euestionnaire

The questionnaire (see Appendix B) revealed interesting background

information about the treatment groups.

Kevboardineskills

As revealed in the questionnaire the Non-Intensive Practice Group

(control) far out-performed the Intensive Practice Group (experimental) in

touch typing or keyboard skills on6/11 questions with the responses to the

other questions being neutral. For example, for question # '1., \ type with bwo

hands on the keyboard?", BZ(/t, of the Non-Intensive group (NIp) answered

positively while only 22/r, of the Intensive practice Group (Ip) did. This

finding was not surprising since the NIp group's teacher was constantly

reminding students about proper keyboarding skills and the teacher of the Ip

group was not. The videotaping also bore witness to this fact.
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Twenty questions were designed to test the subjects'knorvledge of the

word processing skiils used in the program. Again the Non-Intensive

Practice (NIP) group far out-performed the experimental group in word

processing skills in 13 out of 22 questions with the other 9 being established as

neutral.

Under questions designed to determine student attitude, again the

Non-Intensive Practice (NIP) Group had a more positive attitude towards

word processing and computers. For example in #5 under General Questions
"I enjcry using a computer with a word processing program",76 percent of the

NIP treatment and 43 percent of the Intensive Practice (IP) Group responded

positively. The IP treatment tended to have a negative attitude and appeared

to be less motivated to learn proper keyboarding and r,r,ord processing skills.

Another interesting fact was that 40 percent of both the NIP and Ip treahments

had their own computers at home.

Student Definitions

Finally, regarding the question to determine student knorvledge about

what it means to edit your writing versus what it means to revise your

writing, as shown in Table 25 on the following page, 100 percent of the NIp
Group gave an accurate definition of editing and 71, percent of the NIp Group

gave an accurate definition for revision. On the other hand, 96 percent of the
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IP Group gave an accurate definition for editing and only 2}percent could

give an accurate definition of revision. Thus almost 50 percent more of the

students in the NIP Group appeared to have a better understanding of r,r,hat it
means to revise. The subjects had to supply their own definition for these

questions. Common answers were grouped according to the following

criteria inherent in the definitions: L) editing which is surface level attention

to text only and includes such things as correct speiling, punctuation,

capitalization, and 2) revising which is a deep level of attention to text

involving meaning and included such things as reorgani zing, adding or

deleting details.

Table 25

Percent of Treatment to Supply an Accurate Definition

of Editing and Revising

Non-Intensive Practice Intensive Practice

Edit Revise Edit Revise

Surface Deep Surface Deep Surface Deep Surface Deep

\00%' 0%' 29'/o 77,/o g6(/o 4',/u 78'/,, 22',/,'
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Oualitative Research Results

Case Studies Results

The investigator attempted to gain further understanding of what was

happening in this experiment by conduciing 8 case studies. The classroom

teachers selected the case studies for the investigator using the following
criteria: 1) a maJe and female student from each lreatment, and 2) students

who would really exemplified high and low abiliry. one male and one

female was selected from the Non-Intensive practice High (NIPH), Non-

Intensive Practice Low (MPL), and Intensive Practice Low (IpL) treatments,

respectively. Two males were selected as case studies from the Intensive

Practice High (IPH) treabment. General observations and brief interviews

were carried out with these sfudents throughout the duration of the 10 week

study.

The results were as follows. pseudonyms have been used.

Iane (MPHI

Jane was from the Non-Intensive Practice High Abiliby treatment

grouP. Jane was a brilliant student who loved to read and write. She had

advanced keyboarding skills for her age and could $pe 22- 25 n ords a

minute. She displayed incredible writing ability rvith mature sentence and

paragraph structure. This classroom only had 10 computers for L9 students,

half composed on the computer while half sat at their desks and wrote their

story on PaPer. This practice led to the negative habit of writing the text out
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on paper and simply typing it into the computer with little revision

occuring (Hult, 1986). The investigator also observed Jane editing and

revising during the first draft of one of her stories. Thus there appeared to be

many revisional changes happening which would never be captured in a pre-

post-test study of word processing skills. ]ane preferred to follow her teacher's

recommendation and double space her lyping which she claimed was a lot

easier to read. A surprise finding was Jane's lack of motivation to revise

during her final draft. After about 25-30 minutes into the session she

commented out loud, "This is boring."

K)¡le (NIPHI

Kyle was also from the Non-Intensive Practice High Ability treatment

group. FIe was a fatrly good typist. His papers showed a lot of deep revision.

He also displayed the same tendency as ]ane to revise "on the go" during his

first draft. During the final revision session the investigator observed how

badly keyboarding skills can break down! Kyle held his notes in one hand

and pecked away at the computer's keyboard using one or two fingers of the

other hand!

Kyle preferred to compose on paper first, "to work out my plot". He

was observed using webs and notes on paper when he worked online using

the computer. He would use these notes to give him clearer direction and fill
in the details at the computer. Kyte also used another strategy let's call it the

"fill it in later" strategy. He would make a small comment to himself on the

computer as he composed like "they need passports" and then in the final

revision would go into his story, delete the comment and add the descriptive

detail about how his characters went to get their passports. Using this
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sfiategy, he maintained the flow of his writing while compiling his first draft.

Kyle commented that he did not like to compose online without notes

or webs. He also stated that he really liked to include "Print Shop Graphics"

in his poems and stories.

Mike (NIPL)

Mike was in the Non-Intensive Practice Low Ability treatment group.

He had a special interest in computers since he had a physical problem with

his hands, which made his hand writing very difficult to read. The computer

allowed him to express himself clearly. He had participated in special key

boarding programs at school and was also practising on an old keyboard at

home. He enjoyed writing on the computer though he was weak

academically and had trouble stringing his ideas together. Behavior-wise he

tended to be the class clowrç but settled right down when working on the

computer.

Emilv (NIPL)

Emily was from the Non-Intensive Practice Low Ability treatment

group. She had problems with her print-outs which had unusual spaces in

them. This occurred from not following the proper rules in the use of the

RETURN key. This points out the importance of knowing the potential of

the word processing program and the skills needed to reach program mastery.

Emily was a weak typist (hands seldom stayed on the home row keys).

She had a fear of the computer and a fear of taking risks in general. The

investigator observed that by the end of the program Emily was no longer

afraid of the computer or taking risks. She was observed using "Replace Text"
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and other commands independentry at the end of the program.

David (IPH)

David rvas from the Intensive Practice High Abiliby treatment group.

He was one of the most interesting cases. He loved to write and was an

accomplished rvriter in terms of the volumes of text he produced. Although

David loved the computer and was a prolific writer, he hated to revise his

work. The fact that David's n'riting showed little revision betn,een first draft
and final revisions helps to support Flurt's, (19s6) contention that many

students see their first draft text as essentially correct with no need to change

it. It may also mean that David did a lot of his revision while composing his

first draft. These changes would not show up on the first drafþfinal revision

tasks used in this sbudy.

David also hated keyboarding skills. He rvas a one finger bypist, pecking

away at the keys slouched in his chair, yet he produced the greatest amount of

text of all the students who rvere in the study. He could move at a rate of 27

words per minute with just one index finger and had no desire to change his

technique.

David had also developed some interesting word processing habits.

First, he always chose bold face type for all of his work. Thus the text was

easier to see and read on the screen than the regular default values for text.

For him the clarity of the writing on the screen seemed to be a major issue.

secondly, he typed with no capitals at all in his first draft. He only used

capitalization in his final revision. According to David, the use of the "shift',

key interfered with the flow of his creative thought process. This strategy

would make sense since David was only a one finger rypist. The use of the
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shift key does slow the typing rhythm down and possibly the thought process.

Tohn (IPH)

John was from the Intensive Practice High Ability treatment group. He

was a perfectionist who lacked patience but enjoyed writing on the computer.

When doing the word processing Practice Activity Lessons, John complained

about not being able to remember what the story was about by the time he got
to the end of it. Since there rvas a fair amount of scrolling involved in the

word processing Practice Activity Lessons (see Appendix D) he may have been

affected by the limited screen size. Researchers (Haas & Hayes, 19g6) have

found that small screens that only hold 24lines of text or less have a

significant adverse effect on comprehension.

Kevin (IPL)

Kevin was from the Intensive Pracbice Lorv Abiliry heatment group.
Kevin was a classical behavior problem. He rvas constantly being sent out in
the hallway and was even suspended one day. He enjoyed being a class clown
and was very uncooperative. Kevin however, Ioved to write on the

computer and as soon as he became involved rvith the technology he settled

right down. The investigator observed him in deep concentration while
writing and working through the word processing Pracbice Activity Lessons.

Kevin's typing skills were extremely poor. He took a long time to produce a

short amount of text which was full of errors. His text was entered in one

solid block, often with little punctuation, making it extremely difficult to
read. In spite of this, he wouldn't revise anything. Kevin, like many others,

saw his work as essentially correct and complete after the first draft. During



the post-test draft he wrote 12 ]ines and said he was finished.

remaining time he just sat there. on the post-test, he refused

revision.
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In the

to engage in any

Marv ûPL)

Mury was from the Intensive Practice Low Ability treahment group.

Mury was a very weak student who liked to talk to her best friend Susan about

her work. She was hard to motivate and overatl lacked interest in school.

Mury however liked the computer and would compose on it. she also

became highly involved as she completed the rvord processing practice

Acdviry Lessons (Appendix D).

1,. ongoing revision during the first draft was a fairly common

occurrence (418 case studies displayed this behaviour).

2. Several of the subjects in the case sfudies expressed a need to see

their text clearly as evidenced when Jane continued to use double spacing and

when David always wrote his stories in boldface.

3. Three different revision strategies rvere observed from the high

ability case studies. The investigator gave them the following names: Web

and Fill; Notes to Myself; and No Capitals Till Revision.

web and fill. students made a small r,r,eb or outline of where they
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were heading with their story, then fleshed out the details using the

computer. The web or outline was kept constantly beside them.

Notes to myself. When writing on the computer the strategy employed

seemed to be: If you can't think of the exact detail, simply put a general note

to yourself in brackets to do so in the final revision. Then, when you are in

the final revision phase, delete your bracketed reminders and add the specific

detail.

No caPitals till revision. This strategy involved leaving out capital

letters in the story until the final revision. Thus the typing and thought flow

were not interrupted by having to depress the SHIFT key and a letter. (This

method could, however, have an adverse effect on the general application of

capitalization.)

4. Typing skills really broke dorvn during the final revision phase. It
was quite common to see a sfudent holding a hard copy of their story in one

hand and typing with the other hand. (This suggests we need a mechanical

device or clip to hold the draft copy.)

5. Low ability students seemed to benefit from having the computer to

facilitate composing. Three out of the four low abiliby cases were low-

achieving students who were resistant to school tasks. Two of these students

were discipline problems. These students, however, loved to write on the

computer. Once they became involved, they were not major discipline

problems.
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6. Two of the case study students expressed concern in regard to

maintaining the overall meaning of the text when they had to scroll.

Audiotape Results

The investigator recorded 16 hours of audiotapes as an additional data

source to supplement findings from field notes and case sfudies. This source

did not prove to be very valuable since the background noises made it
difficult to hear the speakers clearly. There were also many silent moments

on the tape when all that could be heard was the clicking of keys. General

listening in this computer environment was non-informative.

The investigator did, however, identify some contaminating factors.

First the investigator hea¡d the Non-Intensive Practice (control) Group's

teacher emphasize (during the post-test directions) more than she should

have, the need to make changes between the first draft and the final revision.

The teacher said that in the pre-test they had carried out very few changes,

therefore they should make lots of changes this time: "The first draft and the

final revision should look different." Secondly, she also told students that

she would use their post-test papers for assigning grades.

Videotape Results

In respect to the individual classes, the investigator did not observe any

major differences between the first videotaping session and the second, four

weeks later. He did, however, find major differences between the Non-

Intensive Practice (I\IIP) and Intensive Practice (IP) classes. These included:
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keyboarding skills, computer arrangements and furniture, as well as lighting,

classroom discipline and organization.

Keyboardine Skills

There \.vere major differences between the Non-Intensive Praciice

(NIP) Treatment Group and the Intensive Practice Treatment Group (IP) in

terms of keyboarding skills in spite of the investigator's attempt to screen for

classes with good keyboarding skills. The IP Group had very poor touch-

typing technique. The following were commonly observed

among this group:

- poor body position, i.e. slouching.

- fyping with the index finger of one hand while leaning on

the elbow of the other hand.

- feet not flat on the floor.

- index finger used to push the space bar instead of the

right or left thumb.

- hands not held over the home-rorv keys.

- chairs often shoved too close to the tables (this may have

been done to cut dor,vn on screen glare).

- a lot of hunt and peck at the keyboards.

- hands crossing over each other.

- using the CAP LOCK key instead of the SHIFT kcy to produce

capital letters.

The Non-Intensive Practice (NIP) Group on the other hand
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had good touch-typing skills. The following behaviors were

observed arnong this group:

- using both hands on the computer keyboard.

- for the most part, making an effort to hold fingers over

the home row keys.

- using the thumb on the space bar.

- using little fingers on RETURN and SHIFT keys.

- keeping paper notes on the right hand side of the computer.

- using cupped hands and keeping palms off the keyboards.

- using good posture i.e. sitting up straight with feet flat

on the floor.

\Arhy such a difference in touch-typing abilities? Both groups

supposedly had 2 years of touch-typing experience. The teacher of the Non-

Intensive Practise Group was constantly reinforcing good typing skills by

making verbal comments about the students' typing performance. "you

know Grade 6's, r'm looking around and I see people have their fingers on

the home row keys but they are still only using one finger to type. Having

your fingers on the home row keys still doesn't help if you use only one

finger. Does it? Use all your fingers please."

The teacher of the Intensive Practice Group seldom reinforced

keyboarding skills. It is interesting to note that in spite of this difference, both

grouPs produced about the same amount of text on both pre- and post-test

final revisions.
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A Summar]'of Oualitative Results

1. lvlany of the subjects involved in this study ll¡ere unable to

differentiate behveen revising and editing, often giving a surface level

definition of both skills.

2. Touch-ryping skills in this sbudy were uruelated to text production.

3. Concerns about text clarity were often expressed by students. Some

even did all their typing in boldface to make their text easier to read.

4. The videotapes revealed that many subjects revised during the first

draft stage. Thus a lot of changes rvould not be evident in the revised copy.

This would support the findings of Fitzgerald and Ìvtarkham (1987) that

revision is a recursive process happening at any point in writing production.

5. Double spaced text is easier to work rvith than single spaced text.

6. Small computer screens and abundant scrolling appear to affect

student's abiliby to obtain an overall feel for their text. The use of hard copies

to revise from was also supported by this study.

7. High abiliry writers displayed a need to have a specific strategy for

dealing rvith their text.

B. Audio and videotapes helped to reveal confounding factors and the
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existence of first draft revision.

Computer Environment

Arrangement of computers. The computers at the Non-Intensive

Practice Group's school were arranged in tn'o ro\vs on either side of the

classroom with the sbudents'backs facing the centre of the room. Thus it r.vas

easy for the teacher to observe all the students from one position.

The computers at the Intensive Practice school were arranged around

the outside of the classroom with a row running down the middle of the

room rvith students on either side of this rort'. \,Vith this arrangement, not all

students could be readily observed.

Computer furniture. The tables at the Intensive Practice school tended

to be too high at 30" (the proper height should be 26"), making it

uncomfortable for typing. Computers on carts n'ere even more

uncomfortable to bype at since the distance betn'een the screen and the

keyboard was considerably greater than would normally be the case. The

Intensive Practice Group had 4 of these carts, rvhile the Non-Intensive Group

had only one. Both groups could have benefited from adjustable chairs since

many students couldn't put their feet flat on the floor.

Lighting. lvlany of the computers had a considerable amount of glare

coming off their screens. This may be one reason why some of the students

pulled their chairs up so close to the tables and had their faces so close to the

screen. Computers closest to the windows had the greatest amount of glare.
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Closing blinds helped to reduce this problem. Overhead fluorescent lighting

aiso caused glare. Therefore the investigator recommends that schools check

light sources to see if screen glare can be reduced.

Discipline and organization. The Intensive practice Group (Ip)

appeared to have more student discipline problems than the Non-Intensive

Group (NP). The IP Group tended to be much noisier, have ferver rules, and

tended to socialize a lot more during time-on-task activities. It was not

uncommon to see 2 or 3 students socializing around a computer talking about

things totally unrelated to their task. There was also a higher degree of

organization in the Non-Intensive Practice Group.

Other Observations

1. some students were observed looking up spelling words from a

dictionary during their first draft. Students should realize that this slows

down the creative process and should leave the checking of spelling for the

final draft.

2' The investigator observed that typing skills in both groups really

broke down during the editing and final revision phase of process writing.

3. Computer keyboards need to be pushed up to the front edge of the

table at the beginning of each class to make touch-typing more comfortable.
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4. Many of the stories in both classes were written on paper and simply

retyped onto the computer. This is often done because of the short amount

of time each sfudent has on the computer, but each student needs to have the

experience of composing online to gain the full benefits of computer

technology.

5. The Non-Intensive Group had only 10 computers so that one-half of

the students composed at the computer while the other half worked at their

desks. In the Intensive Practice Group, all students had their own computers.

6. M*y students in the Non-Intensive group found it hard to work

online without a web. This may be because the webbing method had become

a habit (their teacher used it extensively). It may also be because webbing

supplies a clearer sense oÍ organization and direction for the writer.

7. Students really enjoyed changing the fonts to make their writing

more expressive. This appeared to be very motivational.

8. Touch-typing appeared to be easier for girls than boys in both groups.

9. when students started to print things ouf the noise from

the printers tended to be distractive. Printing should possibly be done at

another time when students aren't composing on the computers or the

printer could be located in another room. Teachers should not have allowed

more than two students at the printer at any one time, otherwise there was

confusion.



CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION and CONCTUSIONS

The findings are listed according to the order of the specific questions

statistically analyzed in this study. Following a discussion of these findings,

results associated with frequency counts showing revision patterns are

discussed. Finally, a discussion of qualitative data is given.

Dependent Variables

Holistic Writine Oualitv

-

Although there was no statistical significance, the means of the

Intensive Practice High and Low Ability Treatments fell in the predicted

direction. That is, the quality of the writing for the Intensive Practice (IP)

Groups appeared to be enhanced more from the practice than that of the Non-

Intensive Practice (NIP) Groups as measured by holistic scoring, although

these results may be due to chance.

The issue of establishing holistic quality in writing is important

(Meyers, 1980). without if we can not clearly establish improved

performance. ]ust because students show more revisions, mechanical, and

orgrtizational changes doesn't necessarily mean the writing quality

improves. As McAllister & Louth (1938) have stated, some text revisions

lead to less meaning. In this study , 1,4190 or 15 percent of the net gain deep

meaning changes resulted in text of lower quality.

91
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Treatment duration seems to play an important role in establishing

rvriting quality. A revierv of related research indicated that most studies

lasting less than 20 weeks did not result in significant differences in the

overall writing quality of sbudents using word processing (lvliller, 1,984,

Porter,1984). Dalton & Hannafin (1,987) and Daiute (1986) suggest that studies

of one year are probably more realistic. This study was unfortunately limited

to 10 weeks. With a longer study, the investigator might have been able to

establish significance in this area.

lv[echanical Errors

Compared to the Non-Intensive Practice Low (NIPL), the Intensive

Practice High (IPH) and the Intensive Practice Low (IPL) treatment groups,

there was a significant difference for the Non-Intensive Practice High (NIPH)

Abilify Group, F (1,,37) : 4.5'1., B < .04 who improved L8 percent in their

correction of mechanical errors. The performance of the other 3 groups

appeared to diminish from pre- to post-test. Subjects actually corrected less in

the post-test condition.

Three possible factors may underlie this finding. 1) The post-testing

occurred in the middle of June rvhen students may have been less motivated

to do their best work. There \r'ere a number of distracting influences, school

camping trips for both classes, Physical Activity Week, and physical education

field days. 2) The Non-Intensive Practice High Ability Group n'as observed to

be made up of very independent, high achieving students. The

Questionnaire also confirmed their positive attitude towards both school and

word processing as well as their understanding of the revision process. Thus
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these students were more likely to put forth their best effort at any time of the

year. 3) Word processing produces a nicely finished product even after the

first draft. Students may be fooled by the overall neat appearance of the

computer copy and feel that there can't be that many mistakes within it. This

investigator feels that it is harder for students to pick out errors from Vped
material than it is from hand written material. Students need a hard copy of

their papers to aid revision.

Organizational Errors

Paragraphing was difficult to assess statistically because there were too

many zero scores and neutral values. [rstead, the percent of corrected

paragraphs for treatment and ability was used to examine findings. Overall

only 2l percent of paragraphing errors were corrected. It is interesting to note

that compared to the Intensive Practice Group in which L8 percent had their

paragraphs all correct,42 percent of the Non-Intensive Practice Group had

their pre- and post-test paragraphs alt correct. This, combined with the fact

t}aal 44 percent of the students didn't correct any paragraphing errors, made

paragraphing difficult to evaluate. These findings suggest that paragraph

development needs to be taught.

Surface and Deep Meaning Changes

Atl F values for surface and deep meaning changes were less than 1.

Thus any observed differences could be accounted for by chance. \{hen the

inter-rater reliability correlation coefficients for these surface changes (r : .54)
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and deep changes (r : .45) were examined, we can easily see why no statistical

significant results were found. The investigator would suggest in each case

that a criterion list be developed with input from the two unbiased markers.

Disparate scores should be discussed and a consensus rating awarded.

Lensth of Textæ

Regardless of treatment, low ability students tended to produce more

text as judged by mean performance (NIPH :27,rplF': 13, NIpL :52 & the

IPL : 75) than did high ability students.

The amount of text produced is an interesting issue, but an increase in

text production can not be clearly established as an improvement factor in

this study. Daiute (1986), showed that inexperienced writers had a habit of

adding large blocks of text to the end of their compositions instead of adding

text within the writing itself. This finding was confirmed in this study. On

40lSZ of the pre- and post-test final revision compositions,49 percent or

almost half, showed add-on as opposed to within-text revisions. The low

ability grouPs were 12 percent more likely to add text and generate Z i,l2 times

as much added text (to the end of their compositions) as indicated by the

percent net increase (low ability :247%, high abiliy : L04%). This

phenomenon was investigated further by checking the students' writing to
see if students had in fact actually finished their compositions in the first

draft. Forty-two percent (42%) of the first draft compositions were not

completed within the 60 minute session. Thus only 7 percent of the students

had actually added on to the ending of their first draft. The real question
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becomes how do we as educators help students bring closure to draft writing

(turn off their idea generators) and then revise and edit. Students thus have

to be taught the proper definition of revision and given a clear strategy to use

it, otherwise they might confuse revision and add-ons. Additionally the

nature of the writing prompt (and the artificiality of the writing purpose) may

not have motivated sbudents to revise their r,vork carefully.

New Errors

Again there were no statistically significant differences between

treatments and no statistically significant treatment and abitity interactions.

When looking at the comparison of the means Table 4, the Intensive Practise

Low (IPL) group appears to have improved slightly since a negative score

could mean an improvement in this area, however, in the absence of

statistical significance this slight improvement is more likely due to chance.

When we examine Table 23 n'e can see that the IPL Group made the

felvest net gain changes (less letter level changes), almost 50 percent less than

the average of the other 3 groups. Therefore the fewer chances one takes to

make changes, the less the likelihood of adding new errors. The IPL group

made the least draft to revision changes and therefore made fewer new errors.

Thus this and chance would best explain the slight improvement wlúch IPL

grouP appeared to make. Correcting old text with the introduction of a

minimum number of new errors is a positive outcome and should be

considered a factor in evaluating writing performance.
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Revision Patterns

Hult, (1986) & Sommers, (1980) felt that deletions and substitutions

were used too much and that students needed to use more additions and

rearrangements. This investigator's overall analysis of revision operations

(less the letter level) showed that additions were equal to 53 percent of the

changes made; substitutions, 35 percen! deletions, 9 percent; and

rearrangements 2 percent. Sommers found that the predominant revision

operations used by experienced adult writers were additions and deletions.

The results of this study do not support Hult (1986) or Sommers (19g0) who

found that among young inexperienced writers, substitutions were used more

than additions. McAllister & Loutþ (19ss) feel it is inappropriate to apply

findings from studies on adu-lt writers directly to young writers, which

Sommers and Hult have done. Young writers should be compared to young

writers. Thus a comparison of these results is questionable. Findings from

this study tend to support Grejda's (198s) preliminary study that moving

(rearrangements) and erasing (deletions) are two skills that need practice at

the young writer level.

There were almost twice as many computer changes between pre- and

post-tests (pre : 466 changes, post :700 changes). All4 treatment and ability

SrouPS increased the number of changes made in their writing from pre- to

post-test situations in all 4 word processing types of changes (additions,

deletions, substitutions, and rearrangements). The Non-Intensive Practice

Group's net gain in revision changes was 57 percent, while the Intensive

Practice Group's net gain was 43 percent. We must remember however, it is
not the number of changes which produce better quality but rather the quality
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of the actual changes (Fitzgerald & IVfarkham,1987). When we look at the net

gains in deep meaning changes, the Non-Intensive Practice Lorv Abiliby group

showed the most improvement (152ft,) but in the absence of statistical

significance for holistic scores, no real conclusion can be drawn from the

revision analysis patterns. We should however remember to interpret

revision analysis patterns in light of surface and deep meaning changes. It is

also important to report on how many of the deep meaning changes

produced text that r,vas less well written. Researchers do, however, need to

establish relationships between revision pattern levels (letter, word, phrase,

sentence, paragraph), operations (additions, substitutions, dele tions,

reaffangements) and holistic scoring so that future studies can use revision

pattern analysis meaningfully.

Ouestionnaire

The Non-Intensive Treatment was shown to be superior in: 1)

knowledge of touch-fyping and word processing skills; 2) attitude toward

computers and school; and 3) definition of r,vhat it means to revise and

therefore understanding of the writing process. The Intensive Practice

Treatment overrated both their typinS (7110), and their word processing

ability (61 10) on a scale from 1 to 10. The results of the prc-study

questionnaire were one indication that the groups in this study were not as

balanced as the investigator rvould have liked.

Case Studies

Case studies are valuable in any study to help substantiate outcomes

underlying the statistical analysis. In general, subjects made few revisions.
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This may be partly explained by the fact that some students do a fair amount

of revision as ihey write their first drafts. Under a pre- post-test format, these

revisions are lost, suggesting little overall revision, rn'hen in fact revision was

an integral part of students' composing. Some lack of revision may also be

due to the fact that some students crowded their work on the screen by using

single spacing. Those using double spacing may have found it easier to locate

their errors. Typing text in boldface might also have made errors easier to

locate. Thus clear easy-to-read text could also be an important factor in

helping students locate errors and revise more. Revising from hard copy is

also recommended by this study.

One of the students in the case studies expressed a concern for getting a

feel for the whole text during the word processing Practice Activity Lessons

rvhich were several pages long. Flaas & Hayes (1986) have show'n that small

screens (24 lines or less) compared to large screens (50 lines or more)

significantly affect comprehension. Therefore rvorking rvith a hard copy of the

overall text is advised. This is a serious concern since most elementary

schools have small screens because they are cheaper. All the computers in

this study had small screens. The investigator should have made hard copies

of the word processing Practice Activiby Lessons to facilitate overall lesson

comprehension.

Finally, it rvas noted that most of the high abilily writers in the case

studies had a specific strategy or plan to deal r,r'ith their text. Flower & Flayes

(198i) stress the importance of pre-writing or planning in the r,vriting proccss.

Maybe if all subjects had been given a more specific strategy to deal with the

overall text there might have been more revisions.

When conducting case studies, the investigator would suggest that
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rather than observe four students in each class for 10 minutes, it would have

been more productive to have viewed one student for the full 40 minutes.

Otherwise observers obtain only bits of isolated information.

Audio and Videotapes

Audio and Videotapes can be valuable tools, but using them generally

to observe and sample the environment did not prove to be that productive

in this study. The investigator probably should have explained to the

students why he was placing a tape recorder in the class room. The tape

recorder tended to disrupt students at first, they pointed and giggled to their

neighbour about it. Then they were quieter than normal. Maybe they

thought the tape was going to be handed in to their principal. This may be

part of the reason why the information on the audiotapes was limited.

The audiotapes identified some contaminating factors. The Non-

Intensive Group's teacher tried to motivate her students to do better by

assigning a grade to their final paper and telling them to make lots of changes

from their first draft to the final revision. Often students will only do their

best work if they know that a mark is attached to it. This was a serious

contaminating factor since the Intensive Practice Group was not given this

challenge.

The values of the videotapes were: 1) they confirmed that the typing

skills of the two groups were not equal. The touch-typing skills of the

Intensive Practice group were less satisfactory. In spite of this, both groups

produced approximately the same amount of text. This, however, should not

be thought of as an endorsement for the exclusion of touch-typing skills at the
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elementary level. With time and practice the maximum output of touch-

typists will far exceed that of a one finger typist. 2) The videotape confirmed

the use of the first draft revision. This poses a challenge for how we measure

revision. Should revision also be assessed in first drafts?

The following suggestions are made for making videotaping more

effective in future studies:

Videotaping Suggestions

1. Try to use a tripod where possible.

2. Don't over-use the zoom lens.

3. Zoom in and out slowly.

4. It's probably more productive to observe one student for a longer

period of time than several students for a short period of time.

5. You need a definite objective regarding usage of the video camera to

get the most out of videotaping.

6. Close-ups of the students'hands on the keyboard and

close ups of the students' screens can offer interesting information but

interviewing students immediately after videotaped writing would add more

meaning.

7. This investigator would recommend teaching students how to do
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retrospective "think-alouds" (Flower & Hayes, 1981) to get the most out of the

videotapes. Otherwise it is difficult to infer rvhat's going. You can only guess.

Conclusions

1. This investigator rvould agree with previous researchers (Grejda,

1.988; Dalton & Hannafin,1,987; Daiute ,1986; fufiller, 1984; Porter 1,984;) that we

need longer studies of inexperienced young rvriters to determine whether or

not using rvord processing improves writing quality at this level.

2. Improvement in the number of revision levels (letter, word, phrase,

sentence, paragraph) and operations (additions, deletions, substitutions,

rearrangements) does not necessarily mean improved r.vriting qualiby. Thus

in the absence of statistically significant holistic scores this investigator r.vould

agree with (Meyers, L980) that the value of revisions is difficult to assess.

3. Paragraphing skills need to be taught more effectively since only 20

percent of all paragraphing errors were corrected.

4. Students need an effective sbrategy to deal lvith surface level errors.

Only 20 percent of the mechanical errors were corrected.

5. Students need to know the difference betrveen editing and revising

and be able to apply different shrategies to each part of the process if they are to

improve their writing.
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6. Students in this study had no trouble vvriting first drafts but had

difficulty revising. lvfany students even resisted revision by choosing to rvrite

a longer story.

7. Based on the case studies, this investigator r,vould condude that

word processing had the greatest positive effect on low ability writers (Bearu

1983, Bradley, 1982, Hummel, 1,985, Watt, 1,982)

8. Based on the videotape findings, typing skills appear to break down

during the final revision.

9. The phenomenon of adding text at the end of the composition

rather than within text (Daiute, 1986) was in this study due to not giving

subjects enough time to finish their story endings during the first draft.

Instructional Implications

In general, students in this study did not do a lot of editing and

revising. Daiute (1983, 1,984) and Bean(1983) have stated that computers make

it physically easier to make changes in text. Why then did all treatment

grouPs do little editing and revising? The subjects on average only corrected

slightly more than 1 I 5 of their mechanical errors (22 percen t), 1, ls of their

paragraph errors (21 percent), and tended to add text at the end of their story

instead of within it. Forby-two percent (42 percent) of the subjects had trouble

bringing closure to their stories and kept adding new text in spite of the fact
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they knew they should have been revising their old text. This may have been

how some students handled "boring" revision. Also, there may not have

been enough preparation and conferencing provided at the pre-writing stage

to enable students to explore all the possible ideas associated with their topics.

There also may not have been enough conferencing between first draft

completion and final revisions. Most students finished the allotted revision

time of 60 minutes long before the time was up. Two boys in the IP Group

claimed to be finished in 15 minutes while another boy in this group refused

to do any revision at all and sat at his computer for 60 minutes. Students

didn't seem to mind writing the first draft of their composition but resisted

the final revision. Sommers (1930) says students see revising as a rewording

activity, never considering the communicative effectiveness of the whole

text. The testing situation may have lacked authenticity. Students were

writing for the investigator and not for their own authentic pu{pose.

As suggested earlier, another reason why some students might be

resistant to revision is that as evidenced from the case studies some of them

were already doing a fa:.r amount of revision in their first drafts. Fitzgerald

and Markham (1987) would support this finding as they believe that revision

is a recursive process.

Hult (1986) suggests that when students write they see their first drafts

as being essentially correct without needing any revisiory rather than being

ongoing and incomplete. Most students and many teachers tend to have an

editing definition for revisiory thus students tend to tinker with surface level

revisions like spelling and punctuation, and seldom make deep meaning

changes. This was also evident in responses to the questionnaire when the

Intensive Practice Group in general tended to give a surface meaning
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definition for revision rather than a deep meaning definition. The

investigator suggests that part of the reason so many students rvere resistant

to pre- and post-test revision rvas that they really didn't know r+'hat they

should be doing. Pufahl (1984) says revision does not come naturally, it is an

acquired skill that must be taught. Therefore, it is very important for both

teacher and sfudents to understand that we have two modes of correcting

writing, editing (surface meaning) and revising (deep meaning).

lvlany sbudents are really fooled by the professional looking nature of

the text produced by the word processor, even though it's orùy the first draft.

First, students need to look beyond the neatness of the text and become

involved in revision which focuses on clarity and coherence of ideas.

Writing instruction must provide opporhunities for students to receive

feedback about the coherence, clariby and comprehensiveness of ideas as they

relate to their topic. Students also need to be provided with conferencing

check lists with questions that focus on clarity and coherence of ideas.

Second, when at the editing stage, students need a strategy to slow

them down and proof read more carefully for errors. Sitton's (1993) method

of locating spelling errors is suggested. She said that students have to realize

that they have to shut down the reading mode rvhen correcting for spelling

errors (surface errors) and use their correction mode. Sitton (1993) suggested

that students use a pencil to point to each individual letter of the word as they

go through their final revision. This forces students to focus more on the

middle parts of words rvhere 80 percent of the errors occur. This method

might also have helped students pick out missing words and punctuation.

Students could also be taught to begin at the end of their text and read

backward to edit.
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The use of double spacing might also make it easier to locate errors

and encourage more students to revise later on their hard copies. On the

other hand, using double spacing further reduces (50 percent) the amount of

text that a student can see on the computer monitor at one time and may

affect the overall comprehension of the text even more (I{aas and Hayes

1986). Therefore revising from a hard copy is advisable.

Two out of eight case study subjects expressed a concern that they tvere

not able to remember their overall text when they had to scroll back and forth

to see their stories. Thus again, it might be advisable to have the students

rvork from hard copies during the final revision process (Haas and Hayes,

Le86).

lvfany researchers (Sommers, L985; Dalton & Hannifin, 1,987; Hult,

1'986), have suggested that students be introduced to process writing which

would hopefully improve their deep meaning revision. The investigator did

control for teaching methodology in his study and did use teachers using

process writing as an instructional approach. When the investigator

complained about lack of revision in the pre- and post-test final revisions,

one of the teachers in this study astutely pointed out that the individualized

pre- and post-test method didn't allow the students to apply their process

writing skills, namely conferencing, to correct deep meaning errors. Thus the

students were denied process rvriting in the test situation. Individual testing

may not really evaluate whole language and process writing fairly.

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986) wonder if young inexperienced writers

either can not or just choose not to revise at a deeper level. This investigator

feels students can be taught to revise deeply if given an effective strategy

to encourage these kind of changes. Kyle, one of the case sfudies, came up
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with two methods of dealing with deep meaning changes on his own, web

and Fill, and Notes to Myself (see summary of case studies in Chapter 4 for

specific detail). Flower & Hayes, (1981b) would have supported these

strategies because they stated that plans broke down a problem into sub

problems, which were then more manageable. Therefore the potential for

developing deep meaning revisions is there, but as educators we have just

started to scratch the surface when it comes to developing instructional

strategies to encourage the revision process. It is only been in the last 10 - 15

years (Sommers, 1980) that we have started to differentiate between editing

and true revision.

Finally, revision can be ongoing. Many writers in this study were

revising during their first drafts. The investigator observed 4lB of the

students in the case studies doing exactly this. Closeup videotapes of

students' screens also confirmed this practice. Thus when we employ a first

draft - final revision format for measuring performance, the data gathering

procedure fails to take into account all of the revision that is taking place.

Flower & Hayes (19s1) would support this finding since they stated that

revision was recursive in nature. This area requires further investigation.

Typing skills really broke down in the final revision as evidenced in

the videotapes. Students were often seen holding their hard copies in one

hand and trying to type with the other hand. Thus students need a

mechanical device to clip or hold the draft copy when they type.

Summary of Instructional Implications

1. There is a need for clear revision strategies so that students can
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improve their deep meaning revisions. Many investigators (Clements, 1986;

Daiute, 1986; Etchisoru L985; Fitzgerald & Markham,1.987; Hult, 1,986; Pufahl,

1984; and Sommers, 1985) support the use of process writing with word

processing skills.

2. All teachers and students should know that we have two modes for

correcting writing, editing for surface meaning errors and revising for deep

meaning errors.

3. Students tend to be fooled be the professional looking text produced

produced by the word processor. Th"y need editing strategies like those

suggested by Sitton (1993) to help them clean up surface level errors.

4. Teachers should encourage students to use double spacing when

composing on the word processor. Errors are easier to locate and students

have more space for writing in revision notes.

5. Students should probably revise from hard copies since it is easier to

maintain an overall feel for their compositions than when they are working

online. This is even more important when students are using small screens

(23 lines text or less) which many schools have bought to reduce costs (see

Haas & Hayes, 1986).

6. When students are using a process approach to writing they

shouldn't be evaluated by individual tests rather they should be allowed to

use their method of learning (conferencing) in the test situation.
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7. There appears to be a fair amount of nabural first draft revision.

Thus sludents should be encouraged to revise at any stage in the writing

Process. Editing, however, should still be the last process to be performed on

the composition.

B. Students need a mechanical device to clip or hold their draft copies

when they are ryping during the final revision so that typing skills don't

break down.

Recommendations for Further Research

1. we need strategies to help us improve deep meaning revisions.

These strategies might possibly come from studying high abilify young rvriters

and using "think aloud" protocols using a tape recorder (Flower & Hayes

1981). Some of these strategies might possibly be taught to low abiliby rvriters.

Flower and Hayes also felt that writing should be looked at as problem

solving. They also stated that there was no single correct way to write, but that

an instructional strategy should increase the an'areness of alternatives as

students work through the problem of writing.

2. A lot of revision appears to be happening during students first drafts.

Again "think aloud" protocols (Flower and l-Iayes 1981) could be used to see

what kind of revision was happening during drafting. It could then be

compared with the kind of revision which r.vas taking place between first draft

and final revisions.
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3. This study could be duplicated, only this time allow subjects to use

their process rvriting skills (in particular conferencing) rvhen gathering pre-

and post-test writing samples.

4- Students are really fooled by the professional looking finish that

rvord processing gives and have a hard time finding errors within the text

(only 1l 5 or 20 percent of all mechanical rvere corrected in this study). The

students need a strategy to get them to slow down and look for errors. One

might possibly try implementing Sitton's editing technique (1gg3) to see how

much it might improve mechanical scores.

5. One could investigate how to keep lyping skills from breaking down

during the final revision and study what effect, if any, Vping skill has on

rvriting quality.

6. One could study the effects of: a) double spacing on one's ability to

find mechanical errors in text; b) double spacing on comprehension;

c) teaching students the difference betrveen editing and revising and

monitoring the effects on both revision and writing quality, and d) picking

out mechanical errors (spelling, punctuation etc.) in typed versus

handwritten text.

7. Try to establish some general standards for revision patterns,

operations (additions, substitutions, deletions, rearrangements) and levels

( letier, rvord, phrase, sentence, paragraph) and investigate: What percentages

of the previously mentioned operations and levels does a young high ability
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and low ability writer use?

8. A more specific revision slrategy cotild be developed and tested by

combining the teaching of process writing with word processing skills.

9. Computers invite us to keep writing! Further investigations could

study how to get students to bring about closure in their writing and then get

down to some serious revision by providing an authentic audience/purpose

for writing. This investigator would suggest electronic pen pals or writing

projects on the Internet as a good possibility.

Limitations of Study

Limitations operating in this study included:

1,. Random selection was not used to make up the individual groups.

This kind of selection works well in laboratory conditions but is very difficult
to carry out in the field due to time tabling nightmares. It also tends to be

very disruptive to classroom settings. Thus intact classes were used. See

procedures for precautions taken.

2. The investigator was unable to observe all the creative writing

classes personally.

3. Except for the word processing skills revierv, all writing instruction

was carried out by the two respective classroom teachers. In spite of the claim
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that the teachers used a process approach to writing instruction there were

uncontrolled individual variations in teaching methodology.

4. The Non-Intensive Group had to share 10 computers between 19

students while the Intensive Practice Group each had their own computer.

Additional Factors Affecting Final Outcome of Study

1. The investigator's original assumption about the equality of the

keyboarding and word processing skills of the two treatment groups proved

false. The two treatment groups were not balanced as demonstrated by the

videotapes and the questionnaire. The Intensive Practice Treatment (the

experimental group) was the weaker of the two treatment groups.

2. There were some contaminating factors introduced by the teachers

involved in this study. 1-) The Non-Intensive Practice teacher made sure all

students had webs to work from as they completed their post-test writing

samples. The Intensive Practice teacher left the making of webs up to

individual students. 2) The Non-Intensive Practice teacher told her students

that their post-test stories would count for marks, the Intensive Practice

teacher did not.

3. The Intensive Practice Group were less cooperative and had a higher

percentage of discipline problems.
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4. The post-testing was done in mid-June when most students were

thinking about summer holidays and not easily motivated to do their best

work.

5. The Non-Intensive Praclice (NIP) treatment group possibly received

more instruction than they should have. Six, 40 minute periods to review

word processing skills were given by the investigator to both the NIP (control

group) and the IP (experimental group). This may have reduced the effects of

practice since some of the subjects in the control group may have gained extra

insight that might have helped them with their revisions during the study.

6. The Intensive Practice treatment lost four periods of practice (16

percent) due to extra-curuicular activities.
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HOLISTIC SCORING CRITERIA (Grejda, tgBB)

Raters will be trained to use the following guidelines:

Level 6

compositions ref lect the fol-l-owing characteristics:

- a clear and sharpry focused statement of purpose

- a structure appropriate to the development of thepurpose (overa1l unity and coherence)

- tightly controlr-ed paragraphs (paragraph unity and
coherence )

- a high degree of mechanical proficiency (punctuation,spelling, grartmar, and senteñce structùreJ

- sentence variety

- concrete and individualized diction (vocabulary)

Level- 5

compositions reflect the fol-lowing characteristics:
1-5 sarne as above

- paragraph less fully developed than in Level 6

- diction that tends to be general rather than concrete

Level 4

compositions reflect the forl-owing characteristics:

- satisfactory facility of expression

- a structure appropriate to the purpose of the essay

- minor problems in mechanics

- inadeguate paragraph development

- generalized diction
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Level- 3

compositions refl-ect the forlowing characteristics:

- awkwardness in expression

- inadequate development of the purpose

- minor problems in sentence structure

- minor problems in mechanics

- general-ized diction

Level 2

compositions ref l-ect t,he following characteristics:

- an uncl-ear sense of purpose

- organization problems

- inadeguate paragraph development

- sentence construction errors

- spelling and punctuation errors

- poor diction

Leve1 I
composition refrect the forlowing characteristics:

- no central purpose and, therefore, no unity and
coherence

- underdeveloped ideas

- serious weaknesses in expression

serious weaknesses in sentence structure

- serious weaknesses in mechanics
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APPENDIX B

Computer Questionnaire
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NAME: SCHOOL:

COI-ÍPUTER QUESTIONNAIRE

( 1) Keyboarding or Typing Skill-s

DTRECTTONS: circle a number from 1 - 5 for each question
bel-ow.

1. f type with two hands on the keyboard?

never-l- 2 3 4 5-always

2. f look mostly at my hands when I type?

never-I 2 3 4 5-al-ways

3. I rest my wrists on the keyboard when f type?
never-I 2 3 4 5-aJ-ways

4- r return my fingers to the home row keys (ASDF & JKL; )

when t,yping?

never-7 2 3 4 5-always

5- when entering a story from paper into the computer, r
focus more on my paper than my hands?

never-7 2 3 4 5-always
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6. I use my thumb only for pushing the space bar?

never-I 2 3 4 5-always

7. I use my baby finger on the return key?

never-L 2 3 4 5-always

B. r am more of a one finger typist than a two hands typist?
never-L 2 3 4 5-always

9- t sit up straight so my back doesn't touch the back of
the chaír when I type?

never-I 2 3 4 5-always

10. f type with my elbows in?

never-l 2 3 4 5-always

11. r sit squarely in front of the computer with my feet flat
on the floor when I type?

never-L 2 3 4 5-always

(21 Vüord Processing Skills

DTRECTTONS: circle a number from 1 - 5 for each skiltslisted bel-ow.

How often do r use these skills when word processing?

1. Typeover never-I 2 g 4 5-alot
2. Insert never-I 2 g 4 5-alot
3. Delete Text never - I 2 3 4 5 - a l_ot
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4. Get Delete Text never - 1

5. Cut and Paste using
Delete & Get
De1ete Text never - I
Copy, Cut and Paste
using Delete &
Get Delete Text never - 1

Replace Text never - 1

Search for Text never - 1

Block Commands

Unmarks a block never - 1

Moves a block never - 1

Copy a block never - 1

Changes to other
type style
Load a block

Saves a block

Delete a block

10. Change
Justification never - 1

11. Vertical Spacing never - 1

L2. Other Type Styles never - 1

13. Cursor Moves never - 1

14. Format File never - 1

15. Quick Save never - 1

16. Save from menu never - 1

I27

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

7.

B.

9-

2

2

2

3

J

3

4

4

4

never - 1

never - 1

never - L

never - l-

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5-alot

5-alot
5-alot

5-al-ot
5-alot

5-alot

5-al-ot

5-al-ot
5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot

5-alot



(3) General euestions part I
DTRECTTONS: circl-e a number from 1 - 5 for each of the
following questions unless either wise stated.

my eyes?

23

L2B

5-al-ot

1. f find computer screens hard on

never - 1

2 - r feel- computers with word processing programs heJ-p me

writebetter? never-I 2 3 4 5_alot

.) f enjoy using a computer with
never - 1

a word processing program?

2 3 4 5 -alot

4. I use the school computers

before or after school).never -
class time (noon,

3 4 5-alot
outside of
I2

5. On a scal_e from 1-10 rate your typing?
below)

1. I use the arrow keys more than
move the cursor on the screen?

(circle one number

10 - excellentpoor-L 2 3 4

6. On a scale from 1-10 rate your word processing skili-?

poor - 1 10 - excellent

General Questions part IT

the cursor move mode

yes no

to
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2- r feel that a word processing program encourages me to
write more?

yes no

3- r prefer to use a computer word processing program rather
than pen and paper when writing? yes no

4. f have my owrì computer at home? yes no

NoTE: ONLY THosE vüHo HA\rE THEIR ordN co¡{.purER AT HoME sHouLD

ANSWER THE NEXT THREE QUESTIONS.

5. I have my o$rn printer at home? yes no

6. I practice keyboarding exercises at home? yes no

7. I practice word processing at home? yes no

GeneraL Questions - part III

DTRECTTONS: Briefry answer the folrowing questions.

1. what do you l-ike about word processing and computers?



2. lr7hat don't you J-ike about word

130

processing and computers?

3. !ùhen your

what does

teacher asks you to
the word edit mean

edit your writt,en story,
to you?

4. !{hen your

what does

teacher

the word

asks you to
revise mean

revise your written story,
to you?
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APPENDIX C

Preliminary Worcl Processing Lessons
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ÍüORD PROCESSING SKILLS REVIEI/ü LESSON #1

Loadíng the Program

1. Turn on monitor

2. Touch some metal to ground yourself.

3. Place program disk in the disk drive.

4. Close the disk drive door.

5. Turn on computer.

6- rf computer is already on, hold down control [crRL], open

apple and reset keys al-l_ at the same time.

7 . I¡ühen the disk drive stops and the menu appears, remove

the program disk (return it to your teacher) and insert the
student file diskette.

8. Close disk drive door.

9 - use the down J arrow key to highlight the load program
then press RETURN.
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10. Use the down J.rtor key to highlight file
"Man. Sled. Revise "

then press RETURN.

11. Press RETURN to show file.

Commands at Bottom of Screen

1. Practice shifting from type over to insert mode by

pressing and holding the ICTRL] key, then press the E key at
the same time. Try this 10 times.
**NB: When word processing try to work in the insert mode

most of the time. Type over should seldomly be used.

2. Practice pushing ESC (escape) key first and then the ?

key to get a help list of avaílabl-e Magic Slate commands.

ESC to exit. Try 10 times.

3. Practice pushing ESC (escape) key first and then the e
(quit) key to return you Lo the main menu. press the RETURN

key to get back to your text. Try this 10 times.

Cursor Movements

I lühen working with a text that is longer than one page,

use the following two commands to move through the text
quickly.
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1- Push ESC key to get into the cursor mode, then push E (=
end) to get to the end of your story.

2- Push ESC key to get into the cursor mode, then push B (=
beginning) to get back to the start of your story.

Scroll-ing

use the 4 arrow keys to move the cursor through your
text in any of the 3 modes (type over, insert or cursor
mode) "

1- sideways arro\¡r keys (horizontar arro\^/s) - use them to
move the cursor to a positíon on a l-ine. Hold key to move

faster.

2- up and down arrov¡ keys (vertical- arrows) - use them to
move the cursor to an up or down location in the text. Hold
key to move faster.

3. !ùhat's the difference between the sideways arrovr keys and

the up and down arrohr keys?

4. Try moving your cursor quickly through your text by

hording the arrow keys down. practice getting your cursor to
stop quickly at exact locations.

5. scrol-l- to paragraph #B and return back Lo #2. can anyone
stop it rignt on the number?
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1. Use CTRL C (=

a. Put your

you want

change justification) to centre your titl_e.

cursor at the beginning of the line that
to centre your titi-e on.

b. Push the CTRL and C keys at the same time.

c. Fol-Iow the prompts to turn on the centred function
which automatically moves t,he title and cursor to
the centre of the screen.

2- Use CTRL O (= other
underline your text.

a. Put your cursor
t.it1e.

type styles) to boldface and

under the first letter of your

b. Push the CTRL and O keys at the same time.

Foll-ow the prompts to turn on boldface and

underline.

d- Push crRL and E keys at the same time to change mode

to type over.

e- Push down the caps lock key and type over the title.
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** f- NB: Don't forget to turn off the caps lock key and

other type styles options (push crRL o and fo11ow
prompts to return to plain text).

ïnsert and Delete Key

[De1] key for making corrections.

NB: TRY To Do Mosr oF youR I/üORK rN THE TNSERT MODE: check
before typing to make sure you are in it, if not press crRL
and ho1d, then press the E key at the same time.

use the Delete key [Del] when you are sure you \¡rant to
get rid of some text, one sentence or 1ess.

1- Place cursor under the first letter or letters (for
example; put your cursor under holl_oman in the first line of
paragraph #Il.

2 - Type in t,he correct letters or punctuation ( hold t,he
shift key and press letter H).

3. Move the cursor ahead one space using the t+ I right
arrow key (so cursor is under the o in Hholl_ovnnan).

4. Push the delete key [De1].
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USE THIS ¡,IETHOD TO CORRECT THE ERRORS TN THE FTRST 3

PARAGRAPHS.

Errors include capital letters, quotation marks,
punctuation, (don't forget to leave 2 spaces after your
punctuation mark) commas, and spelling errors.

Deleting Mode

Use the del,ete mode when you want to get rid of a

sentence or paragraph you aren't sure about.

1. Move the cursor under the first retter of the sentence or
paragraph you want to get rid of (move cursor to beginning of
paragraph #4 under the capital B).

2. Press CTRL D (= deÌete) followed by CTRL S (= sentence)
the sentence is highlighted!

3- Press ESC (escape) key to cancel or press return to
delete this sentence.

4. Do it again only this time press RETURN.

Get Deleted Text

1- You can get up to 250 characters of deteted text back
provided you haven't performed another deletion since the
first one.
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Exercise 1:

a- Try deleting the first sentence in paragraph #4 using
CTRL D, CTRL S.

b- Try getting this sentence back by pushing crRL G (=
get deleted text).

Exercise 2:

a- Delete the sentence in paragraph #4 that doesn't
fit- push DeI (delete) key two times to get rid of
extra spaces.

b- Delete paragraph #5 from the story using crRL D

(= delete), CTRL p (= paragraph).

c- Try getting this paragraph (2L5 characters) back by
pushing cTRr G. Now delete this paragraph for evert

d- use the Der (delete) key Lo get rid of extra spaces.

Use of Return Key

Rules:

1. Use RETURN at the end of a titl_e or heading.
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2. Use RETURN at the end of a paragraph.

3- use RETURN at the beginning of a line when you want to
add one line space.

Exercise:

1- Move the cursor under the following beginning paragraphs
numbers 5t 7 & B and add a space for each one.

2- Move the cursor under the new return marks and push the
De1ete [DeI] key to get rid of these spaces.

3' use the RETURN key to make tv/o paragraphs out of
paragraph 7.

Do the same for paragraph B. (method below)

a. Move the cursor to the end of the paragraph (right
after the period).

b. Push the RETURN key.

c. Add some spaces (using the space bar) at the
beginning of the 2nd paragraph to make a standard
indentation of 5 spaces.

Search Mode

use the search mode to find out how many times the word
"marì "
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occurs in the story. (method below)

1- Put the cursor at the beginning of the text by pushing
ESC and then press B (= beginning of story).

2. Press CTRL S (= search) at the sane time.

3- under "enter the string to search for,, type man. RETURN.

4- under "Do you want a word search?,, yEs. press RETURN.

5. Follow the prompts at the bottom of the page. Don,t
forget to count the number of times you see,,man,,in the
text.

6. when you hear a beep there are no more occurrences of
"man" and you are at the end of the text.

Replace Mode

1. Press escape tEscl twice untir you are in the cursor Move
mode.

2. Press B (= beginning of story).

3. Press CTRL R (= repÌace).

4- under "Enter the string to reprace" type speed. RETURN.

5' under "Enter the replacement string" type velocity.
RETURN.
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6 - Beside "Do you want a word search?,, yes press RETURN.

7 - Beside "Do you want prompting?', yes. press RETURN.

8. Press CTRI G (= g1obal).

9 - Follow the prompts and replace every second occurrence of
the word speed with velocity.

Block Commands

use block commands to change paragraphs 9 and 10 back
into the right order. (method below)

1- Mark the paragraph to be moved by moving the cursor under
the beginning number (#10) of that paragraph.

2. Press CTRL B (= bJ_ock commands).

3. At the bottom of the screen where it says ,,Enter # of
block Lo mark', press l.

4- Move the cursor to the beginning number #9 of the 1st
line past, the end of the paragraph.

5. Press CTRL B (= block commands).

6. At the bottom of the screen where it says ,,Enter # of
block to mark" press 1 again.
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7. Move the cursor to the beginning of number #L2 where this
paragraph is to be inserted.

B- Press crRL B but this time press ? for commands.

9 - use the ¿own ü arro\¡/ key to highlight ,,Move block', and
press RETURN.

10. vrlhen it says "Enter the number of block to move" at the
bottom of the screen, push f,rl key.

11. The paragraph is moved to this new location.

use bl-ock commands to put the story paragraphs #L!, 12 &

13 in the right order.

tiAve .h'l_l.e

1- Press ESC (escape) key to put program in cursor move

mode.

2. Press Q (: quit) key to get to the main menu.

3- use the down.l, arror key to highlight ,,save', on the menu.
Press RETURN.

4- vühen the screen says "save as Man.sl_ed.Revise? yes,, press
N for no and press RETURN.
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5. Vühen the screen says "What do you want to save under?"

type Man.sred.Rev.1. Press RETURN and your file is saved to
your student diskette.

Print File

1. Load fite to be printed into the computer. (see toading
directions page 1).

2. Turn on the printer. Make sure paper perforation is even

with the bottom of the metal bar going across the rolrer on

Panasonic Printer or top of the plastic housing for Epson and

Apple Image T¡üriter Printers.

3. Use the down ü attor key to highlight "print", press

RETURN.

4. Put the Magic slate B0 program disk back into the drive
and press RETURN.

5. Press RETURN after "Print a File,' is highlighted.

6. When it says "Print lv1an.Sl_ed.Rev.1? yes" press RETURN.

7. Use the down J "rror key to highlight ,,C - change format,,
press RETURN.

8. Keep pressing RETURN until it highlights Lhe numbers
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beside "Left margin", then type in 005, RETURN.

9 - similarly type in 005 for "Right margin,', press RETURN.

10. "Vertical Spacing" - use down .[ arrow key to highlight.
"Double" press RETURN.

11. "Justification" - use down J arro\Âr key to highlight "Left
only" press RETURN.

12. Keep pressing the RETURN key until the print, starts to
print !

Delete a Fil-e

1- use the down .t arrow key to highlight delete and press
RETURN.

2. use the down ü arrow key to highlight the file you don't
v/ant any more and press RETURN.

3- Vühen the screen says "Are you sure you want to delete
name of file selected?" yes. press RETURN-
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WORD PROCESSII{G SKILLS REVTE}T LESSON #2

MAKING AND DELETING A STUDENT PLANNER BOX (OPEN APPLE-P)

DIRECTIONS; ì,love your cursor (the flashing vertical line) to
the first RETURN mark below this box and press OPEN APPLE-P
to make a STUDENT PLANNER BOX. This story is entitled A MAN
WITH A SLED. Type two things (in this box) that you think
will happen in this story! Push OPEN APPLE-P.

To delete this box move the cursor (the flashing
vertical- line) inside the STUDENT PLANNER BOX press OPEN
APPLE-P. Press CTRL-D and then push the letter P (=
paragraph) to highlight text. Press RETURN. Lastl-y push
OPEN APPLE-P.

CENTERING A TITLE AND HIGHLIGHTING TT BY USING OTHER TYPE
STYLES

DIRECTIONS: lr{ake sure your cursor ( the f lashing vertical
line) is at the beginning of the first line below this box,
press CTRL-C (for change justification). Follow prompts to
turn on CENTERED. Now press CTRL-O (for OTHER TYPE STYLES).
Follow prompts to turn on STENCIL AND UNDERLINE. Type the
title "A Man with A S1ed". Press RETURN. Don't forget to
turn off these modes by reversing the process for CTRL-O and
CTRL-C after you are finished typing the t.itle.

EDITING USING TNSERT AND DELETE KEY

DIRECTIONS: Use the DELETE KEY when you are sure you v¡ant to
delete some text, a few words or less (once t.his text is
deleted you can not get it back)! I'fove the cursor (the
flashing vertical line) in front of the first letter or
letters you want, to change. For example, move your cursor in
front of holloman below. HoId the SHIFT KEY and press the
letter H. Move the cursor one space to the right using the
ARROW KEY. Push t,he DELETE KEY. Use Lhis method to edit
(correct) the error in the first 3 paragraphs beIow. Errors
include: capital letter, quotation marks, punctuation,

(DON'T FORGET TO LEAVE 2 SPACES AFTER A PUNCTUATTON MÃRK),
conmas ( I SPÀCE AFTER A CO¡,1¡,14) , and spelling errors.

1. At the holl-oman Air Base in New mexico, Colonel John PauI
Stapp rode a sled and for riding it was called "the bravest
man in the world" and "the fastest man in the world.
2. Colonel stapp is a medical doctor and field chief of the
Aero- lledical Laboratory at Holloman he is experimenting to
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3- our mil-itary airpranes have already flown over rt4oo
mil-es an hour and.other planes have beãn built t.o fri 2,000miles an our. scientist have plans for rockats that willproduce an air speed of 251000 mil-es an hour-speed enough toget free of the earths atmosphere and fry in oùter space

usrNc DELETE (CTRL-D)
DTRECTTONS: use the DELETE to del-ete a sentence or paragraph
you aren't sure about. Move the cursor in front of iBut; iñthe sentence below. press crRL-D immediately followed by s(= sentence) to highright the sentence. preés ESc KEy
(escape) to cancel- or RETURN to derete this sentence.

But there are problems when the human body is suddenlypropelled at terrific speed, it is put under severe strain-.

USTNG GET DELETE (CTRL-G)

DïRECTTONS: use GET DELETE (crRl,-c) to retrieve the text you
have just deleted. you can get up to r2o l-ínes or 2 pages
back provided you haven't completed another deletion.

DTRECTTONS: Now delete the sentence in paragraph #4 berow,
which doesn't make sense!

4. But there are. probrems. I¡ühen the human body is suddenlypropelled at terrific speed, it is put under severe strain.
And when the body, going at high speed is suddenly brought toa quick stop, the same severe strain occurs. Air ForcepiJ-ots have to be under 6 feet 6 inches to be accepted. Thisis what happens when a pilot bair-s out of a fast-mðving plane
several mil-es above the earth.
5- colonel stapp has been working on two problems. First:
Íühat has to be done to keep a man al-ive in the terrific speedof a spaceship takeoff? second: vühat is the limit that the
human body can stand in the rate of slowdown from high speed?

DTRECTTONS: Derete paragraph #6 below by pressing crRL-D andthen pressing the letter "p" (= paragraph)-

6- coronel- stapp has been working on tvro problems. First:
vühat has to be done to keep a man alive in the terrific speedof a spaceship takeoff? second: vühat is the limit that the
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human body can stand in the rate of sl-owdown from high speed?

DIRECTIONS: Try getting this paragraph back by pressing
CTRI-G (= get deleted text). Now del_ete this paragraph forgood! Make sure your cursor is in front of #6.

USE OF RETURN KEY

RULES:

1. Use RETURN at the end of a title
2. Use RETURN at the end of a paragraph
3. Use RETURN at the beginning of a 1ine when you want to
leave a one l-ine

space.

DIRECTIONS: Move the cursor in front of the paragraph
numbers 7, B, and add two l-ine spaces by pressing RETURN
twice at each of these locations.

Remove these spaces by making sure the cursor is
underneath the new RETURN marks and pushing the DELETE KEy
twice.

USING THE RETURN KEY TO MAKE NEW PARAGRÃPHS

DIRECTIONS: Make 2 paragraphs out of paragraph #7. Move the
cursor using the arrow keys to the end of sentence #2 (right
after the period) in paragraph #7. Push the RETURN KEy. Use
the space bar to add some spaces at the beginníng of the new
paragraph so that it will_ have a standard indentation of 5
spaces.

7. We have to answer the first question if men are ever to
fly in space in rocket ships. A good ansv/er to the second
guestion will save the lives of Air Force pilots and reduce
the costs of safety devices in the fast new airplanes. At
Holloman Air Base there is a piece of straight railroad track
31500 feet 1ong. At the far end of the track there are
canals that can be fill-ed with varying depths of water. A
steel sled has been devised with runners that rest lightly on
the Èracks. When eight or nine rockets are attached to the
sled, it, \^/i11 move down the track at more than 600 miles an
hour. On the sides of the sled there are troughs into which
the water enters as the sled comes to the canals at the end
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of the track. The water acts as a brake to stop the sled.
By controlling the depth of the water, CoIoneI Stapp can
bring the sl-ed to a stop in as short a time as he wants.

DIRECTIONS: Use the RETURN KEY to make 2 paragraphs out of
paragraph #B below. Don't forget to use the space bar to
make a standard indention of 5 spaces at the beginning of the
new paragraph.

8. In the first stages of experiment, pigs, chimpanzees,
and other animal-s were placed on the sleds. There is also a
man-sized dummy, called "sierra Sam", that has been used in
tryouts. But the only sure way of finding out what happens
to humans at high speed and in fast stops is for a human to
t,ry them. Early in 1954 Colonel St.app made ne$¡s and history
by riding his sled aL 421 miles an hour, the fast,est that
anyone had ever moved on the earth's surface. But this was
not fast enough to ansv¡er the questions in the Colonel's
mind.

USTNG DELETE AND GET DELETE TO SIMPLIFY BLOCK MOVES

DIRECTIONS: Use DELETE (CTRL-D) and GET DELETE (CTRL-G) to
move paragraphs 9 and 10 back into the right order. I,love the
cursor in front of paragraph #I0, press CTRL-D and push the
Ietter rrPrr (= paragraph) to highlight the text. Press
RETURN. Move Lhe cursor using the down arrov¡ key until it is
in front of the # symbol at the end of paragraph 9. Press
CTRL-G. NOTE: The cET DELETE (CTRL-G) buffer has a maximum
holding capacity of 2 typed single spaced pages or L20 lines
of B0 characters each. Remember you can only move one block
of text at one time if you CTRL-D RETURN a second block of
text before you have moved the first block you'11 lose the
original block of text!

10. For the last four minutes before takeoff, Colonel Stapp
was alone on the sled. Then carne the blast, and the sled
shot forward on a walI of flame as the rockets burned out
their fuel.
9. One morning late in the sane year, Colonel Stapp rode out
from his ranch house to the Air Base for a sled ride that
would answer his questions. About an hour before takeoff
time, he climbed aboard the sled to get strapped into the
steel chair. Into his mouth went a piece of rubber to
protect his teeth and tongue. A crash helmet was placed on
his head and strapped to the steel framework of the chair.
Four men worked to secure his arms, legs and chest. with
strips of nylon webbing. Down at the end of the tracks an
ambuLance moved int,o position.
#
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DIRECTIONS: Use the SII'ÍPLIFIED BLOCK COMI4ÀNDS I"IETHOD of
DELETE (CTRL-D) and GET DELETE (CTRL-G) to put paragraphs 11'
12, and 13 in the correct order.

12. In the split second in which the sled stopped, four men
ran up to free the Col-onel from his bindings. When they
removed the helmet, he could not see. He was sure he had
been blinded. The ambul-ance rushed him to the hospital,
where in a half hour his sight returned and the pain
disappeared. The doctors found nothing lvrong with him but a
pair of black eyes.
13. He had gone at 632 miles an hour and from his top speed
had braked to a stop in under a second and a half.
Dangerous? The Colonel has built a new sled that will go 900
miles an hour.
11. It felt to the CoIoneI as though huge sledge hammers
were punching him back into the chair. He was moving to fast
too see or think, but he knew when he entered t,he brakíng
area. Sudden1y, he was being pushed from behind - pushed
against the straps so that his lungs seemed to collapse.
There was blinding light and there was pain unbelievable
intense - bad in his chest but worst in his eyes as they
seemed to pulI out of their sockets.

USING A SII{PLIFIED COPY CUT AND PASTE METHOD

DIRECTIONS: Use this method when you're not sure where you
want to move some text to. Position cursor in front of
paragraph #13, press CTRL-D, press the letter 'rPrr and then
press RETURN. VIITHOUT ¡.'IOVING CURSORT prêss CTRL-G. Now move
cursor to a possible new location (try paragraph #I2). Press
CTRL-G. You now have 2 paragraphs #13. Decide which
location you like best and delete the other one (DELETE,
CTRL-D, "P", RETURN, at original position of paragraph #13).

SEARCH FOR TEXT

Use the SEARCH mode to find out how many times Lhe word
"he" occurs in the text from paragraph 11 to the end of the
text.
DIRECTIONS: Use the up arrow to scroll to the beginning of
paragraph 11. Press CTRL-S (=SEARCH FOR TEXT). Under "lvhat
do you want to search for?" type "he". RETURN. Under "Do
you r¡rant a word search?" Press 'Yrr for yes. RETURN. Follow
the prompts at. the bottom of the page. Don't forget to count
the number of times you see "he" in the text. Vùhen you hear
a beep there are no more occurrences of "he" and you are at
the end of the text.
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REPLACE TEXT

use this mode to chan-ge "miles" to "kilometres" everytime it occurs in_paragraphs !L, 12, and 13 (you can replåceup to a maximum of 60 characters at any one tl_me).
DïRECTTONS: Press ESC (escape) to get into the ínsert mode.use the up arrohr key to scrolr to the beginning of paragraph11- Press crRL-R, (=REpLACE). under "whát do fou wänt toreplace?" type "miles". press RETURN. under i'Irühat do youwant to replace it witha" type "kilometres". press RETURN.
_eggige "Do you v/ant a word sãärcha" type ,'y' for yes. press
RETURN- Beside "Do you want prompting?" type "y" for yes.
Press RETURN. press "N for next". r'órrow Lhe prompts andreplace every occurrence of the word "mil_es" to "kiiometres,,in paragraphs 1L,72, and 13. I¡ühen you come to the REPLACE
TEXT, STUDENT PLÀNNER BOX push ESC KEy twice.

Now go back and repeat this procedure to change"kilometres" back to "mires". agãin, when you come to the
REPLACE TEXT,STUDENT BOX push ESC KEy twice.

SAVE COMMANDS

SAVTNG through the MENU allows you to change the name of thefil-e you are working on if you ùant to.
QUTCK.SAVE (OPEN APPLE-S) saves you time but should not be
ypgq if you l-oaded a file and do not \''rant to copy over it.
SurcK SAVE should be about every 20 - 30 lines wñen entering. NTry story so if you have a pov/er failure or you
accidentally turn off you're óomputer you don'L l_ose alI ofyour work! ! !

QUIT FROM MATN MENU

ALVüAYS USE THE QUTT FROM MAIN MENU WHEN YOU ARE FINTSHED! ! !
_Arways use. the eurr progran from the main menu when youare finished "silg the Magic slate rr program, especially'after saving a file! ! ! you could damage your fiIã if youdon't quit this way!!! Temporary fileé wrricn are prodüced byvírtuar memory may not be eiased off your data disi<. This

can also produce a faulty dat.a disk!
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STORY FOR

I/üORD PROCESSING SKILLS REVIEVü LESSON #2

A MAN VüÏTH A SLED

1. At the holloman Air Base in New mexico, Colonel John Paul
Stapp rode a sled and for riding it was called "the bravest
man in the world" and "the fastest man in the world.
2. Colonel- Stapp is a medical doctor and field chief of the
Aero-Medical LaboraLory at Hollowman he is experimenting to
find out what hapens to fliers under certain extreme
conditions.
3. Our military air planes have already flown over 11400
miles an hour and other planes have been built to f1y 21000
miles an our Scient.ists have plans for rockats that will
produce an air speed of 251000 miles an hour-speed enough to
get free of the earth's atmosphere and f1y in outer space.
4. But there are problems. Vühen the human body is suddenly
propelled at terrific speed, it is put under severe strain.
And when the body, going at high speed is suddenly brought to
a quick stop, the same severe strain occurs. Air Force
pilots have to be under 6 feet 6 inches to be accepted. This
is what happens when a pilot baits out of a fast moving plane
several mi]es above Lhe earth.

5. Colonel Stapp has been working on two problems. First:
what has to be done to keep a man alive in the terrifíc speed
of a spaceship takeoff? Second: T¡ühat is the limit that the
human body can stand in the rate of slowdown from high speed?
6. Colonel St,app has been working on two problems. First:
what has to be done to keep a man alíve in the terrific speed
of a spaceship takeoff? Second: Tllhat is the limit that the
human body can stand in the rat,e of slowdown from high speed?
7. Vüe have to answer the first question if men are ever to
fly in space in rocket ships. A good ans$rer to the second
question will save the lives of Air Force pilots and reduce
the costs of safety devices in the fast, new air planes. At
Holloman Air Base there is a piece of straight. railroad track
3,500 feet long. At the far end of the track there are
canals that can be filled with varying depths of water. A
steel- sled has been devised with runners that rest lightly on
the tracks. When eight. or nine rockets are aÈtached to the
sled, it vùill move down the track at more that 600 miles an
hour. On the sides of the sl-ed there are troughs into which
the water enters as the sled comes to the canal-s at the end
of the Lrack. The water acts as a brake to stop the sled.
By controlling the depth of the water, Colonel Stapp can
bring the sled to a stop in as short a time as he wants.
B. In the first stages of experiment, pi9s, chimpanzees, and
other animals \^/ere placed on the sleds. There is also a man-
sized dummy, called "sierra Samr" that has been used in
tryouts. But the only sure way of finding out what happens
to humans at high speed and in fast stops is for a human to



152try them. Early in 1954 col-oner stapp made ner¡¡s and historyby riding his sled at 421 miles an hõùr, the fastest that
anyone had ever moved on the earth,s surface. But this wasnot fast enough to answer the questions in the colonel,s
mind.
10. For the last four minutes before takeoff, coronel stapp
was alone on the sled. Then came the blast, and the sledshot forward in a wall of flame as the rockets burned outtheír fuel.
9- one morning late in the same year, colonel stapp rode outfrom his ranch house to the Air Bãse ior a sled riãå that
wourd answer his guestions. About an hour before takeofftime, he climbed aboard the sled to get strapped into thesteel- chair. rnto his mouth went a þiece of- rubber toprotect his teeth and tongue. A craãh helmet was praced onhis head and strapped to the steel framework of thã chair.Four men worked to secure his arms, 1egs, and chest withstrips of nylon webbing. Down at the eño ot the tracks and
ambul-ance moved into posit.ion.
12. rn the split. second in which the sled stopped, four menran up to free the col-onel from his bindings. -when they
removed t,he hermet he could not see. He was sure he had beenblinded. The ambulance rushed him to the hospital, where ina harf hour his sight returned and the pain disappeared. Thedoctors found nothing \Árrong with him bul a pair är nraci<
eyes.
-i3-_ He had gone aL 632 mil-es an hour and from this top speed
had braked to a stop in under a second and a hal_f
Dangerous? The punching colonel- has buil_t a new sled thatwill go 900 mil-es an hour.
11. rt felt to the colonel as though huge sredge hammers
\^7ere punching him back into the chair. He was ráoving toofast to see or think, but he knew when he entered the brakingarea. suddenly, he was being pushed from behind - pushed
against the straps so that his- lungs seemed to colläpse.
There was bringirg.líght and there hras pain unbelievãnry
intense - bad in his õhest but worse in- his eyes as they
seemed to pulI out of their sockets.
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ANSVüER KEY FOR

VüORD PROCESSING SKILLS REVIET/ü LESSON #2

A MAN üTTTH A SLED

At the Holloman Air Base in New Mexico, Colonel John
Paul Stapp rode a sled and for riding it was called ,,the
bravest man in the worId" and "the fastest man in the world.',

colonel stapp is a medical doctor and field chief of the
Aero-Medical Laboratory at Holloman. He is experimenting to
find out what happens to fliers under certain extreme
conditions.

Our Military air planes have already flown over 11400
mires an hour, and other planes have beeñ buirt to fly 21000
mil-es an hour. scientists have plans for rockets thal will
produce an air speed of 251000 mires an hour-speed enough toget free of the earth's atmosphere and fly in outer space.

But there are problems. Íühen the human body is suddenly
propelÌed at terrific speed, it is put under severe strain.
And when the body, going at high speed is suddenly brought to
a quick stop, the same severe strain occurs. This is what
happens when a pilot bails out of a fast-moving plane several
miles above the earth.

Col-onel Stapp has been working on two problems. First:
vühat has to be done to keep a man a]ive in the terrific speed
of a spaceship takeoff? Second: Vühat is the limit that the
human body can stand in the rate of slowdown from high speed?

We have to answer the first question if men are ever to
f1y in space in rocket. ships. A good ansh/er to the second
guestion wil] save the 1íves of Air Force pilots and reduce
the costs of safety devices in the fast new air planes.

At Holloman Air Base there is a piece of straight
railroad track 3,500 feet long. At the far end of the track
there are canals that can be filled with varying depths of
water. A steel sled has been devised with runners that rest
lightly on the tracks. i¡ühen eight or nine rockets are
attached to the sled, it \,ri11 move down the track at more
than 600 míles an hour. on the sides of the sled there are
troughs into which the water enters as the sled comes to the
canal-s at the end of the track. The water acts as a brake to
stop the sled. By controlling the depth of the water,
coloner stapp can bring the sled to a stop in as short a time
as he wants.

In the first stages of experiment, pi9s, chimpanzees,
and other animals vrere praced on the sl-ed. There is al-so a
man-sized dummy, cal-led "sierra Sam," that has been used in



754tryouts- But_ the onry sure way of finding out what happensto humans at high speed and in fast stops is for a human totry them.

Early in L954 col-onel st.app made nev/s and history byriding his sled aL 421 miles añ-hour, the fastest tnaË anyonehad ever moved on the earth,s surface. But this was not fastenough to ans\¡rer the questions in the col-oner,s mind.

one morning late in the same year, colonel stapp rodeout from his ranch house to the aii ease for a steo-iioe thatwould ansvrer his guestions. About an hour before takeofftime, he climbed áboard the sled to get strapped into thesteer chair. rnto his mouth went a þiece of-iubber toprotect his teeth and tongue. a craéh helmet was placed onhis head and strapped to ihe steel framework of thä chair.Four men worked to secure his arms, legs, and chest withstrips of nylon webbing. Down at the end of the tracks an
ambulance moved into position.

For the l-ast four minutes before takeoff, coronel stapp
hras al-one on the sled. Then came the blast, and the sl_edshot forward in a wal-r of fl-ame as the rockets burned outtheir fuel.

rt felt to the col-onel as though huge sledge hammers
yere punching him back into the chair. He was rñoving toofast to see or think, but he knew when he entered the brakingarea- suddenly, he was being pushed from behind - pushedagainst the straps so that his-1ungs seemed to colläpse.
There was blindi.g ]ight and there v¡as pain unbelievãblyintense - bad in his chest but \Àrorst iä tlis eyes as they
seemed to pull out of their sockets.

rn the split, second in which the sled stopped, four menran up to free the col-onel from his bindings. when they
removed the helmet, he cou]d not see. He was sure he nãd
been brinded. The ambulance rushed to the hospital, where ina harf hour his sight returned and the pain di-sappeared. Thedoctors found nothing v/rong with him but a pair õ-r nracr
eyes.

He had gone 632 miles an hour and from this top speed
had braked to a stop in under a second and a hatf. -
Dangerous? The coloner has built a netnr sled that wilr go 900miles an hour.
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APPENDIX D

Word Processing Practice Activity Lessons
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LESSON 1

NorE: Make sure.you read arr paragraphs incruding the ones inbetween activities_so you'11 ùnoeistãnd the wholé story!I'take sure_you scrolr eãch acrivity number to inã-tãf-ãt tr,"screen before you start working. Arso MAKE suRE yoün
COMPUTER TS IN TNSERT MODE BEFóRE YOU BEGIN, TF NOT PUSH(crRL-E).

SUPERHUMAN COURAGE

1. They \^rere on a three-hundred-mire trip from theirwinter guarters at commonwearth Bay in the AustralianAntarctic- rn a rand where a day'å journey is oftãn measuredin yards, this was a heroic unOeitafíng. But, to makeconditions even more difficult, the t.hiee men and their twodog-teams had already been a\¡ray from their base camp-iå, *or"than a month.

Activitv 1

DTRECTToNS: Find the sentence containing the main idea inparagraphs 2 and 3. use the copy, cur, Þasrn ¡4ETHOD to movethe sentence _containing the main ia"a io locat íon #2 and #3below each of the paragraphs.
coPY, cur, and PASTE METHOD = (Move the cursor to thebeginning of the sentence or paragraph you want to move:Press crRL-D (Delete), press s or-p,-präss RETURN, vùrrHour

MovrNG THE cuRSoR, press crRL-G (Get Delete), move cursor tonew location for text and press crRL-G. rf you don,t want theold sentence oT paragraph move the cursor tõ the beginning oiit and deleLe it- 1Ctnr,-o, p or S).

?- During this time they had crossed two of the worrd,sl-argest' graciers; suffered frostbit.e, snow-blindness,bruises, and wrenched limbs. They håd srept in jo-uårow-zero
weather with only sleeping-bags añd a fraii rent to piotect,.hgT- During rhar monlh, -thef had lived off simple iiair-rations. Now they r¡¡ere \^rorn änd tired, unav/are Lfrat theywere facing one of the most unbelievabie adventures everundertaken by man.

#2.

3 - rt was December Lg]z, and the Antarctic summer rr/as f astapproaching. Douglas Mawson, leader of the party and alreadya veteran of one polar expedition, knew what thiê meant. sodid his companions, xaviel Mertz, a swiss, ski-champi"", and
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Lieutenant B.-E-s- Ninnis, a young Àrmy officer. They knewthis meant that sno\¡r bridges crossed ôn the *.y orl iourdweaken in the twenty-fourlhorr sunrighf. Even more dangerouswourd be hidden craõks, which might árop thousands of feetinto the continental- ice shelf. -The return trip wourd behazardous and dangerous.

#3.

Activitv 2

DTRECTTONS: use the RETURN KEy to make two paragraphs out ofthe text below. Finish- by insertinj slaces (use space bar)so that each paragraph has a standaia inaentation of 5spaces.

4: Mertz, i¡ the lead, urged his team of dogs onwards.Ninnis, wirh rhe heavier'sJ-eáge, rorrãwåa. ueítz jiio"athrough rhe snow, resring aan{eious 
"pãi" ,ifn-ni"'pãì"".suddenly he sropped, wavlng nís ice-aiã - signar ioi-danger.Mawson, who was. riding witn Mertz, turned to warn Ninnis,shouting: "watch out when you get here. rt r-ooks bad.,,

Activitv 3

DTRECTTONS: use the MODTFTED BLocK coMMÀNDs to put the next
-!!-r:g-puragraphs, below this box, in trrã correcr order.MODTFTED BLocK COMMANDS = move cursor t,o the leginninl of thetext to be movedr prêss CTRL_D (De1ete), press É (=paragraph), S .(= sentence), or W 1= woid¡, press ÈntunN, movecursor to the beginning of new l0cationr prêss crRL-G (GetDerete). rf necessary use the spAcEBAR to make a standardindentation of 5 spacås so that arr paragraphs rook the same.

l"fawson tied a rine round his waist, giving one end toMertz- Then he crawled to the edge. rú was a bottomless
hoi-e !

For an awfur moment, Mawson feared the ice was cavingbeneath him- No, it was firm. suddenry, he heard a wir_dshout- He whirred about to watch NinniS;= progress.
grga! gaping_hore marked the spor whère-Ninnis and hissredge had been. steage tracks went iighrt up to the oppositeedge.

Please continue reading.. .

9 ' The two men shouted, but onry echoes ca,ne back. Thereya: no sign of Ninnis, who had stoôd here only a few minutes
*I"::.-_T_h:{ calted again and again, 

"ãir"a irirn ror hã.rr",DUE nO ans\4rer came. Ninnis was never seen again.
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DTRECTTONS: use TNSERT to add one of the forlowing 3 phrasesinto paragraph 10 by the # symbor. Make sure the word phraseyou choose makes sense in the sentence. Repeat the samedirections for paragraph 11.

1. provided their money l_asted.

2. if carefully used.

3. when they finished walking.

10. The disaster had reft them in a terrible spot. Betweenthem and commonwealth Bay Iay nearly three hundred miles oficy wastes. onry six dols wère lefÊ. There was food for ten
9.y", perhaps twenty #. The only shefter remaining r." thetent coverr packed on Mawson,s sledge.

1. to seize the dogs.

2. l-ast week.

3. to grow.

11- For threg. day?_they made rapid progress, covering aboutf ifty mites. The ..iirtn ã.y's run *.='goód - åigr,tãã"-,iir.=.But hunger began #. And v/it,h hunger cómes littÍe rest.
Please continue reading...
L2- Mertz was the first to show the strain. rt was hissize, werl over six feet, that was against him. He neededpJ-enty of food. to keep going. once ñis strength started todecl-ine, ir slipped rãpiOfy.
13- Graduatly the diètanõe covered each day grew ress andress. The two men now had about two hundred-míles to traver.Just ahead li/ere the glaciers that, had slowed their outwardprogress. Could _th"y survive the crossing?
74 - Another week passed and they had crãwed their r¡/ay over
!h" first. gracier. safety and toäa v/ere croser, but. tire rastdog was gone.

Àctivitv 5.

DTRECTTONS: use Derete function (crRr-Dr prêss s, press
RETURN) Lo erase the sentence that doesn,t. berong in tneparagraph bei_ow.
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.1?- - Finally, Mertz was so weak that }4awson courd not drag
him from his sleeping-bag. He wondered about his pet dog
back at the base camp. Mertz knew he could not go on. He
begged Mawson to leave him there and to continue alone-
Mawson had given up all hope of reaching safety. But he
wanted to go on until he dropped in his tracks.
Please continue reading. ..
16. Round his waist Ma\^/son f astened a dragline to thesledge. He continued alone. He had over ninety miles to go.L7. Mawson walked, clawed, and slipped over the steer-liÉeice. Every inch \Âras a struggle

Actívity 6

DTRECTTONS: use the REPLACE TEXT (crRL-R) to change the word
"threv¡" to "flu.ng_" in the paragraph below. Make Ãure yourcursor is at the beginning of the paragraph 1g before youstart. Press N (for next) to move to the word "threr¡r,'.After you have replaced it use EScApE KEy (ESc) to exit!

18. one morning Mawson inched his \^ray across a snotnr bridge
spanning a deep crevasse t or crack. suoaenly the snov/ gave
beneath him. Desperately he threw himself back and grabbedfor the edge of the ice. His fingers caught hold anã for a
moment he hung on the rim while sno\^r crashed into the horebelow. Then Mawson, dropped with it. The sledge had caught
against an outcropping of ice and heldt

Please cont.inue reading. ".
19 Mawson dangled from the rope, shivering with fear.
Then, slor^rly, he began to drag himsel-f up the line. He
braced his feet and pulled up, hand over hand until- he had
reached the edge. Here, he stopped to cat,ch his breath.

Actívitv 7

DIRECTIONS: Use INSERT and DELETE KEY to correct errors inthe next 3.paragraphs. There may be errors in the folrowing
areas: capitalization, punctuation, coflrmasr Quotation marks]
possessive nouns, spelIing, and run-on sentences.

20 - l¡lawsons fuIl weight r¡ras more than the snow could
support with a crash, he dropped again.
?+. _Shout,ing and crying, Mawson tried once more to pull
himself up the scant fifteen feet. soon he was half-way, and
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the l-ine st.il hel-d and just a few feet more - then inches !Finally, the top.
22-- _using utmost care, mah/son eased himself over the rimand clawed his way back and tears streaming down his cheks.
Please continue reading. ..
23. Weeks of slow and painful
by several- cruel storms.
24. Finally, eighry-eight. days
Mawson returned to Commonwealth
courage and will power had saved

THE END

Activit,v B

DTRECTTONS: use change Justification (crRI.-c) and forlow theprompts at the bottom of the screen to centre the words "THEEND" and "Activity 8". use other Type styles (crRl-o) tochange "Activity B" to stencil. Doi-,t forget to turn-offchange Justification and other Type styles before moving on!

travel fol-l_owed, interrupted
after his departure, Douglas

Bay. Only his superhuman
him.

Activity 9

DTRECTTONS: MaKe a STUDENT PLANNER Box (OPEN APPLE P) by the# symbor below this box. rnside this bòx, type a bríef
summary of this story in three sentences or tess. press opEN
APPLE P to exit. when you are finished.
#

NorE: NoI,ù cET AN ANSWER KEy ro cHEcK youR ANS9^]ERS FoR
ACTTVTTIES 1 - 9. TF YOU HAVE TTME BEFORE THE END OF THECLASS, CORRECT YOUR ERRORS oN THE SCREEN rF NoT SAVE YOUR
WORK UNDER THE TTTLE LESSON 1 ANSWERS AND CORRECT TT NEXT
TTME YOU COME TO THE COI,IPUTER ROOM.

rf you ended up here you didn't forl-ow directions ! ! ! press
ESCAPE KEY (ESc) twice (2x) to enter cuRSoR MovE, then pressYt press 6, to get back to where you were!!! DON'T FORGETTO PRESS THE ESCAPE KEY (ESC) TO EXIT bIHEN YOU GET BACK!
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LESSON 1 ÀNSWER KEY
SUPERHUMAN COURAGE

ACTIVITY 1

#2.Now they $¡ere v¡orn and tired, unaware that they were
facing one of the most unbelievable adventures ever
undertaken by man.

#3.The return trip would be hazardous and dangerous.

ACTTVITY 2

4. Mertz, in the lead, urged his team of dogs onwards.
Ninnis, with the heavier sJ-edge, followed. Mertz glided
through the snow, testing dangerous spots with his poles.
Suddenly he stopped, waving his ice-axe - signal for danger.

Mawson, who was riding with Mert.z, turned to v/arn
Ninnis, shouting: "Watch out when you get here, It looks
bad. "

ACTIVTTY 3

For an awful moment, l"favrson feared the ice was caving
beneath him. No, it was firm. Suddenly, he heard a wild
shout. He whirled about to watch Ninnis,s progress.

A great gaping hole marked the spot where Ninnis and his
sledge had been. Sledge tracks went right up t,o the opposite
edge.

Mawson tied a line round his waist, giving one end to
Mertz. Then he crawled to the edge. It was a bottomless
hole !

ACTIVITT 4

10. The disaster had left. them in a terrible spot. Betr^/een
them and Commonwealth Bay lay nearly three hundred miles of
icy wastes. OnIy six dogs tvere left. There was food for ten
days, perhaps twenty if carefully used. The only shelter
remaining was the tent cover, packed on Mawsons sledge.

11. For three days they made rapid progress, covering about
fifty miles. The fifth day's run v/as good - eight,een mil-es.
But hunger began to grow. And with hunger comes tittle
rest.

ACTIVITT 5

15. Finally, Mertz was so weak that Mawson could not drag
him from his sleeping-bag. Mertz knew he could not go on.
He begged Mawson to leave him there and to continue alone.
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Mawson had given up all hope of reaching safety. But he
wanted to go on until he dropped in his tracks.

ACTIVITY 6

18. one morning Mawson inched his vray across a snornr bridge
spanning a deep crevasse t or crack. suddenry the sno'nr gave
beneath him- Desperately he frunq himserf back and grábbedfor the edge of the ice. His fingers caught hold and for a
moment. he hung on the rim while snor¡r crashed into the holebelow. Then Mawson.dropped witn it. The sledge had caughtagainst an outcropping of ice and held!

ACTTVITg 7

2a - Mawson's full weight v¡as more than the snow coul_dsupport. ?üith a crash, he dropped again.

?+. Shouting and crying, Mawson tried once more to puIl
himsg]f up the scant fifteen feet. soon he was halflway, andthe line still helrl. ¡ust a few feet more - then inches!Finally, the top.

22- using utmost care, Mawson eased himself over the rim
and clawed his way back, tears streaming down his cheeks.

THE END

ACTTVTTY B

ACTIVITY 9

rhís story is about, 3 explorers in t,he Antarctic, whoattempt to travel over 3o0 miles by dog sred, in orderto return to their base camp before their food andenergy run out. The men struggle against, freezingtemperatures, vicious winds, deep crevasses, and adwindling food supply. fn the eñd, only Mawson
survives the hostitities of t,he south póte, Lo make it,back to the base camp alive!

THE END
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LESSON 8

NorE: Make sure.you read alr-_paragraphs incruding the onesin between activities so. you'l-i unãeråtand the whóIe story!ì'fake sure,you scrorr each activity number to the top of thescreen before you start working. Af,so BE suRE youR coFIpurERrS IN TNSERT I"ÍODE BEFORE YOU EÈCTW, rF NOT PUSH CTRL-E.

TREÀSURE TROVE

1- For more than two centuries, the treasure ships of spainsailed between t,he philippine rslands and the spanisrr-portson the pacific coasr of America. These rich 9ãiü;;; '
sometimes met disaster on reefs, the ridtes of rock or coral_barely visible above the surface of the irater. The lostcargoes of the pacific galreons have been varued at fiftymillion doIlars.

Activítv 1

DTRECTToNS: Find the sentence containing the main idea inparagraphs 2 and 3. use the copy, cur, AND PASTE Ir{ETHOD tomove the sentence containing the main idea to location #l_ and#2 below each of the paragrãphs 2 and 3.
coPY' cur AND PASTE MnrHoD = Move the cursor to thebeginning of the sentence or paragraphs you want to move:Press crRL-D _(Delete), press s or-p,-preès RETURN, vùrrHourMovrNG THE cuRsoR, press crRL-G (Get Delete), move cursor tonew Location for text and press crRL-G. rf'you don't wantthe old sentence or paragràph move the cursor to thebeginning of it and ãeteÉe it (CTRL_D, p, or S).

2- one fascinating fierd for this treasure trove is theisrands of North Auãtratia, especiarry in the Torres strait.some of the ord spanish shipwrècks haie been seen by thepearl-divers, and a fair amount of t.heir treasure recovered.
A. lucky pearler found beneath the rusty anchor of one ofthese wrecks a small fortune in spanisir coins. on piince orw.u]"," rsrand, a crumbling skeletoñ was found, alongside ofwhich was a huge rusry sword of spanish desig".- ñË;;-by wasa valuable gold goblet.

#T

3. A smarr isrand west of prince of vüares may hold evenmore wearth- rn the early days, Booby rsrand ivas theheadquarters of the onry ieal-pirates-Australia has everklorl- .Tl"v $¡ere a banã of Asiat,ic cut-t,hroars *n" fr""deredthe Pacific galreons. The buccaneers r^/ere tinariv-ripåo out
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in a sea battle witfr a spanish man-o,-\^¡ar, but their var_uableloot is thought to be ¡uiiea somewher" o'Booby. That ronelyisland is riddl-ed with caves, some of which have never beenexplored- Maybe the pirates' hoard is hidden in one of them.
#2

Activitv 2

DTRECTTONS: use the RETURN KEy to make two paragraphs out ofthe text below- Finish_ by insertinj sfaces (use space bar)so that each paragraph haã standard"inàentation of'5 =p.""".
4' Most of the r-ost treasure of spain, however, now riessmothered under corar, the hard o"på=ifå left uv'tËe reef_building creatures of the hrarm seas. One of thã strangesttales of the Torres strait tells of coral-encrusted treasure.rt is the true story of a schooner, thã Lancashire Lass,which in 1890 was ar-most wrecked on on" of the isr_ands of theGreat Barrier Reef, the worrd's tongest chain or ""iãigrow'ths- The vesser, laden. with peãrI-sherls, v/as ràiurningto a Queensrand port from the peailing grounds east of capeYork- - A ga+e blew up, but the schoonãr-ir"* before it. shemade fast time on t.he homeward-course, fãr she was a-tooasea-boat and skillfully handled. And'then, with starËringsuddenness, there roomèd, immediatery ánãaa, great =ùrg""piling up and breaking in walrs of fåam. The boiring surfv/as a sure sign of the weather side of a reef.

Àctivity 3

DTRECTTONS: use the MODTFTED BLocK COMMÀNDS to put the next
I!f:: paragraphs, bel-ow rhis, in the correcr order. MoDTFTEDBLocK COMMANDS = move cursor to t,he beginning ;¡-ln"- t"*t tobe movedr prêss_CTRL-D (Delete), press RETURN, move cursor tothe beginning of new l-ocationr press crRr-G (Get Delete). rfnecessary use the spacebar t,o make a standarà indentatión of5 spaces.

rt was a terrifying sight, and t,o change course lvasquite impossible.
The one chance in a milrion came off. As the rittrecraft approached the reef and almost certain destruãliorr, .huge comber roared up behind her and carried her ã"ãi-tn"barrier reef into the carmness of the ragoon on the otherside- on t,his quiet water, the sair" ,.i" rowered, and theanchor let go- The schooner rode in safety, whire arl hands
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thanked their lucky stars for such unexpected good fortune.All that the skipper courd do was to l_ook for a gap inthe reef through whicñ-the ship might pass. But there v¡as nogap- Look as he might., the captaiñ coùlo see nothing but awall of surf, stretching right across the ship's "orri"". He
:.""19 nothing but keep the þrunging schooner õn her way, inthe desperate hope thãt some great v/ave might lift, thã vesselover the wall-.

Please continue reading.. .

?. Next d.y, wind and sea v/ere fairly normal. It, nowbecame necessary to find a vray out. gùt a search all- roundthe corar barrier revealed no gap through which the schoonermight pass to the open sea. rñe-only hópe of escape from the1agoon.lay. in putting the cargo of päarl'-sherr overboard.The ship might then be sufficiently- lightened to fl-oat acrossthe reef when the water was deepesl at high tide.
Activitv 4

DTRECTTONS: use TNSERT to add a word or phrase intoparagraph 10 by the #1 and #2 symbols. ¡,tãke sure the word orwgrd..phrase you choose makes señse in the sentence. Deretethe # symbol and number (1 and 2) afterwards.

10- The cargo v¡as #1 with care. The shell- was sewn up in
Þug= and l-owered over the side to the bottom of the raloon,into a depth of about thirty feet of water. tñe-sitã-or tnecargo was mark"9 by a buoy, and its geographical position #2.At the next high t.ide, t,he schooner rianãgeä to sciape overthe reef- rn a few days the Lass made tñe eueenslaäd coast.

DIRECTIONS: Use
RETURN) to erase
paragraph below.

Activity 5

DELETE function, (CTRL-D, press S, press
the sentence that doesn't belong in t,he

11. when the schooner arrived at her home port and her storyw?s tord, the o\^rners fitted out another and righter vessel_.vlith an experienced diver on board, rhis ship Ëãirão iàr tnespot' where the cargo had been jettisoned. Tire ship's crerrrdid nothing but complain the wÉore trip. The reef wascrossed safeJ-y, and the buoy found. the anchor was dropped,and the diver was sent below to begin his job of nringing upthe cargo.



Please continue reading. -.12- A few minutes pasèed v/ithout
he came up again, making signs for
unscrewed.
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any signal from him. Then
his helmet to be

Activity 6

DTRECTTONS: use the REPLACE.TEXT (crRL-R) to change the word"composed" to "constructed" in paragraph i3 berow. - Rememberthis word appears only once in Lne flarägrapn. Make sure yourcursor is at the beginning of paraglaph 13 before you-start.Press N (for next) to move to the rorã "composed". After youhave replaced it use ESCAPE KEy (ESC) TO EXIT!

1,1- His story created a sensat,ion. The bags of sherr wereEnere rrght enough. But, he said, they were lying on top ofa great mound piJ-ed up.above the froor of the iagóorr. t-nismound !,¡as.composed entirely, as far as he could rñake out, ofsilver coins.

Please continue reading...
14- To convince_the skeptics, he took from the pocket of hisdiver's dress a Ìump of Spanish dolrars. They hão ¡eencemented-together Þy the coral insects, but wäre guite easilyseparated into individual coins

Activitv Z

DIRECTIONS: Use the TNSERT and DELETE KEY to correcl errorsin the next 2 paragraphs (15 & 16). There may be errors inthe following areas: capitalization, punctuat.ion, ãã*"",quotation marksr possêssive nouns, =peiri.rg, run-on sentencesand grammar.

15. Their r¡/as no deray in beginning the t,ask of raising thedivers find. There weie thousands õf dol-lars there. Theschooner had to make several voyages before alr the treazure$/as salvaged.
16. How the coin got into the lagoon no one can ansv/er withaly_g"rlainty and probabry a spanish ship on her way to thephilippines v¡as wreck on Lhe outer reef ánd at some t,imelifted bodily over the coral walI into the sharlow wat,erinside. Then, in the course of 1ong years, the shipdisintegrated untir nothing was lefú Ëut the most valuble andirnperishable part of her ráoing - the treasure of sirver
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dol1ars.

Please continue reading...
17. The lagoon might have concealed this wealth forever.But a miraculous chance had brought the Lancashire Lass overthe reef to treasure trove.

THE END

Àctivitv I

DTRECTTONS: use cHANcE JUSTTFTCATTON (crRl-c) and forlow theprompts at the bottom of the screen to centre the words "THEEND''. Use OTHER TYPE STYLES (cTRL-o) to change .'THE END., IosrENcrL AND UNDERLTNE. Don't forget to turn ott cHel¡ce
JUSTIFTCATTON ÃND oTHER TYPE STYLÈS before moving on!

Act,ivitv 9

DTRECTTONS: tfake a sruDENT PLANNER Box (open Apple p) by the# symbor below this box. rnside the box, lvp" ã-¡ri"i
summary of this story in three sentences or less. press openApp1e P to exit when you are finished.
#

NOTE: NOV^I GET AN ANShIER KEY To cHEcK YOUR ANSWERS FoRACTIVITIES 1-9. ON YOUR ANSWER SHEET MÀRK ANY ERRORS YOUHAD. ANY DTFFERENT ANShTERS (!ÙHICH HAVE BEEN DETERMTNED BY
YOUR TEACHER TO BE CORRECT) SHOULD BE ADDED TO YOUR ANSVTERSHEET. IF YOU RUN OUT OF TIME, SAVE YOUR V{ORK UNDER THETTTLE ''LESSON.B.A'' AND CORRECT TT NEXT TTME YOU COME TO THE
CO¡,ÍPUTER ROOM.

rf you ended up-here you didn't forrow direct,ions or youspelled the word to replace wrong! ! ! press EScApE KE? (ESc)twice (?"1 to enter Cuisor Move, then press y, press 6, togEt bACK tO WhErC YOU WErE! DON'T FORèET TO PRESS THE ESCAPEKEY (ESC) TO EXIT t^tHEN yOU cET BACK.
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LESSON B AHST{ER KEY

Treasure Trove

Activit.y L

2- one fascinating field for this treasure trove is theisl-ands of North Austraria, especially in the Torres strait.
some of the old spanish shipwrecks have been seen by thepearl-divers, and fair amount of their treasure recovered. Alucky pearler found beneath the rusty anchor of one of these
wrecks a small fortune in spanish coins. on prince of walesrsland, a crumblj-ng skeleton was found, alongside of which
\nrag a huge rusty sword of spanish design. ¡lear by was avaluable gold goblet.

#7. one fascinating field for this treasure trove is theislands of North Australia, especially in the Torres strait.
3. À smarr island west of prince of grlares may hold even morewealth. rn the_early days, Booby rsl-and was the headquarters
of_ the only rea] pirates Austraria has ever known. Tliey werea band of Asiatic cut-throats who pj-undered the pacific
galleons. The buccaneers \¡/ere f inally wiped out in a seabattle with a spanish man-o,-war, but their valuable loot isthought to be buried somewhere on Booby. That ronely israndis riddled with caves, some of which hãve never beenexplored. Maybe the pirates' hoard is hidden in one of them.

#2. The buccaneers were finally wiped out in a sea battrewitfr spanish man-o'-$rar, but ttreir îaluable root is thoughtto be buried somewhere on Booby.

Score z /2

.Activitv 2

4- Most of the lost treasure of spain, however, now ries
smothered under corar, the hard deþosits left by the reef-building creatures of the \¡¡arm seas. One of thã strangesttales of the Torres Strait tells of coral-encrusted treasure.rt is the true story of a schooner, the Lancashire Lass,which in 1890 was almost wrecked on one of the islands of theGreat Barrier Reef, the world's longest chain of coral
growths.

181
The vessel, laden with pearl-sherls, $¡as returning to a

Queensrand port from the pearling grounds east of cape york.
A gale blew up, buÈ the schooner flew before it. shè madefast time on the homeward course, for she was a good sea-boat



169and skiIIfully handl-ed. And then, with startring suddenness,there loomed, immediately ahead, great surges piÍing up andbreaking in wal-ls of foam. The bóiling suif wãs . ãurä signof the weather side of a reef
Score 2 /!

Activity 3

rt was a terrifying sight, and to change course v/asquite impossible-
Àl-l- that tl'e s5ipper could do was to rook for a gap inthe reef through which the ship might, pass. But there was nogap- Look as he might, th9 captain could see nothing but awaIl of surf, stretching right across the ship,s "onis". Hecould nothing but keep the plunging schooner ón her wây, inthe desperate hope tnãt some great wave might iiii-tn" vessel-over the wall.
The one chance in a mirtion came off . As the lit.tlecraft approached the reef and almost certain destruction, ahuge comber roared up behind her and carried her over thebarrier reef into the calmness of the lagoon on the otherside. on this guiet water, the sails weie lowered, and theanchor _let go. The schooner rode in safety, while arI handsthanked their lucky stars for such une*pecled good fortune.

Score z /I

Activity 4

List. of Possible Answers

rf your ansh/er makes sense but isn't risted below checkwith your teacher!

#L. jettisoned, dumped, unloaded, shedded, unpacked
discharged, put overboard.

#2. determined, calculaLed, marked, specified, designated,
denoted, indicated, identified, récorded

Score z /Z

Àctivity 5

THE UNDERLINED SENTENCE IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW SHOULD HÀVE
BEEN DELETED!

11- when the schooner arrived at her home port and her storys¡gs toLd, the owners fit.ted out another and lighter vessel.with an experienced diver on board, this ship áailed iàr tnespot where the cargo had been jettisoned. The ship,s crewdid not-hing but complain the wñole trip. The reef wascrossed safely, and the buoy found. Thá anchor was dropped,



1,7 0and the diver was sent berow to begin his job of bringing upthe cargo.

Score z /l

Activity 6

13. His story created a sensation. The bags of shel_l r,ìrerethere right. eñough. But, he said, they reré rying on top ofa great mound piled up above the fl-oor of the lagoon. rrris
mound was constructed entirery, as far as he couÍd make out,of silver coins.

Score z /I

Activitv 7

15. There \^/as no delay in beginning the task of raísing thediver's find. There were thousands of dollars there. irre
schooner had to make several- voyages before alr the treasure
\¡/AS Salvaged
16. How the coin got into the lagoon no one can anshrer withany_certainty. Probabry a spanish ship on her way to the
Philippines was wrecked on the outer reef and at èome timelift.ed bodily over the coral wall- into the shallow waterinside. Then in the course of long years, the ship
disintegrated, until nothing was rert but the most valuable
and imperishabre part of hei lading - the treasure of sir.rer
doll-ars.

Score z /L0

Score: /7

Activity 8

THE END

Activit,v 9

#
one of the strangest, tares of a sunken treasure ship
discovery occurred ín L890 when a schooner, tbe
Lancashire Lass, üras t.ossed over a section of t,he
Great Barrier Reef into a lagoon during a violent
storm. To escape the reef encrosed ragoon the crer^rjettisoned t,heir cargo of pearr-sherrs and marked it,
with a buoy. They rater returned with a J-ighter boat
t'o correct their cargo and found when they rowered a
diver down, that their carçto r¡ras sitting ón a huge
mound of coral encrusted silver coins !

Score z /l
THE EìID
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APPENDIX E

Teacher Screening Checklist



TEACHER SCREENING CHECKLIST

Process Writinq

1. The teacher has modelled the writing process.

172

2. The chil-dren have the opportunity to share their writing
with each other (authors chair/circle).

3- writing assignments are mostly the students' own choices.

4. The teachers are students of writing themselves.

5. The students write something every day.

6. The teacher conferences with the students about theirwriting
7 - The students conference with each other about their

writing
B- The class devotes amount of time a week to writing.
9. Each student has his /her own language folder.
10. students read a lot of trade books as opposed to basal

readers.

11- students are alrowed time to gather information and
refine their thought over time.

12. The teacher recognizes that students are at many
differentpointsintheirwritingexperience.

13. Chil-dren are encouraged to support one another.

14. Children are taught conferencing and editing ski1ls.

15. children are encouraged to use approximate sperring when
the actual spelring is unknown, especialry when composing
first drafts.

16. Correct spelling is mandatory for the final copy

Computer Use

1. Amount of class time students use the computer.

2. Amount of extra time students use the computer.

3. vùhat previous word processing background do the students
have?
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APPENDIX F

Guidelines for Teachers
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GUIDELINES FOR TEACHERS

After the Review of Ï¡üord processing skiIIs, the crassroom
teacher should:

1. Al-row students to word process during the 4 scheduled
periods a cycle.

2. Continue with their process approach to writing.

3. Vlork on stories and assignments of their own choice.

4. colrect from students, one sample story half way through
the project (week of April 30-May 4). No t.ime limit is
placed on the first draft (save as a separate file). print
out a rough draft, double spaced (use it for the final
revision period). Likewise, no time limit is placed on the
final- revision of this story (save as a separate fire again).
The investigator will be responsibre for making the printouts
after the final revisions.

5. Help the investigator ident.ify two weaker and two
stronger students in their crassesr so that case studies can
be done.

6. Only ask questions of the investigator outside of class,
since the investigator will now become a non-participant
observer.

The investigator can only ansr¡rer questions which wirl not
put this study in jeopardy.

At the end of this study the investigator will answer al_I
questions and explain the whole study to the classroom
Èeacher.

vlhen the results are finarized the investigator wirl meet
with the teacher and share the findings of the study.
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7. Meet with the investigator once every 2 weeks to discuss
how the project, is going.

8. Remind the students about the proper \¡ray to quit the
program from the main menu (O) RETURN.

9. Remind the students that if they forget the word
processing commands they can press OPEN APPLE ? to get help
menu.

Other Considerations

1. The investigator will attempt to tape record each
visitation.

2. lwo video tapes will be taken, one on Friday, April 20

and the other on Thursduy, May 24, to evaluate typing skills.

3. These video and audio tapes will- be availabl-e to only the
classroom teacher, the investigator and his 3 thesis
committee members. These tapes can be erased after the data
has been analyzed.

I/üOBD PROCESSING INTERVENTION PROGRAM

The experiment.al group's teacher (Intensive Practice) should:

1. Every third period have the class do a pre-designed word
processing Practice Activity Lesson (approximately 25 minutes
to work on it, l0 minutes to correct their work with an
Answer Key and 5 minutes to discuss student questions about
the activity).

2. Do a 10-15 minute Application Lesson following each pre-
designed word processing Practice Activity Lesson. This
activity wiII help students to apply Delete, Insert, and
Modified/elock Commands to their own work.

3" All materials to be supplied by the investigator.
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APPENDIX G

Suggestions for Teachers
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SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS

1- Promote the use of all word processing skills whereappricabre. Try to integrate t,he word prócessor into your
process approach to writing. For example when confereñcingwith the students suggest wrricn word piocessing skills migñt
be used to revise their drafts. For exampre, iuse block
commands to put this paragraph into the middle of the piece- "

2. Encourage students to write their first drafts guicklygetting down their main ideas and thoughts. Don,t worry
about making errors. These errors can be corrected easilylater during the revisions.
3- Encourage students when revising to add and rearrange
sentences, paragraphs etc. if it $/iIl improve the meaning
coherence of the overall paper.

4. Remind them that revising is more than just, changing
words and recopying. Don't be afraid to experiment wittl yourtext.

5. Don't allow students to bring hand written stories to the
computer room, to sit there and just type them into the
computer! Get students to do ai-l- of their drafting andredrafting on the computers.

q- Discourage students from rewriting other peoples papers
for them. Students shoul_d certainly help each otner by
suggesting ideas and detailing changes during conferenõing,
but they shourdn't do the writing for other persons they are
helping.

7. . constantly remind students that proofreading of computerprinted pages is just as important aè it is for hand written
papers, maybe even more so, since errors tend to be moredifficult to find in neatly typed text.
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APPENDIX H

Helpful Hints for Sttrdents



HELPFUL HTNTS FOR STUDENTS 179

1- Make sure you are always in the TNSERT mode when wordprocessing. Remember, the cursor is a arways a frashing l_inefor the TNSERT mode and a fJ-ashing box for the TypE ovER
mode !

2- lnlhen going to the main menu from the editing moder prêssescape_key [EscJ first. then press e for guit, ráth"r thancontrol Q ICTRL].

:- Type your composition on the computer in single spacingbut use the change format program to doubt" 
"pa"é yorriprinted copies.

4- Print a double spaced copy of your composition at the endof each new draft. use these-copiãs to maÈe revisions on.

5. Periodicalry stop writing (every 30 rines or so) and"SAVE" your work.

6- Don't forget to save your most recent changes beforeturning off your computer.

7 - use your composition checkrist. to help your revision.

9: write your first draft quickly, getting down your mainideas- Leave the correction or eirois untlr- ratei.
9- Be more than a word revisor. Don't be afraid tochange/rearrange sentences and paragraphs too!
1-0_- rf you accident.Jly hit a "RETURN KEy" simpry press yourdelete key to get rid of it.
11- use the delete key for simpre 1-3 letter deletions.
12- use the arrow keys to move the cursor. Hold down thearro$/ key to move faster.
13- l'Ihen scrol]-ing through ronger text (more than one page)press ESCAPE KEy to get int,o cuRSoR MovE mode. press È iorend of text and B for the beginning of the text. This savesa lot of time!

l4..Arways.push e before exiting the program especiarly aftersaving a file! Tf you don't exír rhe-prógram pioperJ-y (bypushing Q) you might damage the fire yãu've beèn frorking onr

l-5. when starting a new file always road the " BLocK.MoD-',progran first, then you can use the simprified Brock commands
Program (Open Applg I, Open Apple 2, anä Open AppJ-e 3) tarerto_revise your work. Doñ't roiget to change thä nane of thisfile before you "SÀVE,' it.
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Composition Checklist
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COMPOSTTTON CHECKLIST

f- Does my composition make sense?

To find out, check these things:

Do I have a good beginning, middl-e and end?

Are my sentences in correct order?

Are all my sentences about the topic?
Are my sentences complete?

lVhen you are finished, read your compositionquietly out loud to yourself to make sure it
makes sense.

rr- Did r write my composition paper in an interesting way?

To find out, check these things:

Did I use the best words to telI my story?

Did I give enough details in my story?

Do I have some details that are not needed?

Did I show how f felt?

fII. Have I used what f know about writing?
To find out, check these things:

Have I used capital letters and punctuation marks
correctly?

Have I spelled my words as wel_I as f can?
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Letters of Permission
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March, 1990

Dear Parents;

f am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at
the university of Manitoba. As part of the requirements for
my lt{aster's Thesis, I am conducting a study to investigate
the effects of intensive pract,ice of word processing skills
on the writing quality and revision patterns of grade 6
students.

The purpose of t.his study is to see if more expertise in
the use of word processing skills can enhance student writing
and revision skills.

Students are already engaged in writing as part of their
language arts progran. For this study, all participants wil-l
receive three, 40 minute periods per cycle of word processing
activities. A total of 4 writing samples wil_I be cõllected,
spaced evenly through the 2 L/2 month program. Students are
already receiving tlvo 40 minute computer periods per cycle
thus one additional- 40 minute period will be added for this
project.

Confidentiality of all students invol-ved in the study
will be maintained. All students wilt keep their original
writing compositions. Photo copies of these written
compositions wil-I be kept by the investigator for anarysis of
writing quality. À11- writing samples will be idenrified by
number to ensure anonymity. Students will be allowed to
withdraw from the project at any time.

The general findings from t,his project will be shared
with the participat,ing teachers, the school-'s principal,
Language Arts Coordinator, and Director of Education.
Parents of participating students requesting addit.ional
information or findings may contact me at the school. f
would be happy to answer any questions you may have
concerning this project.

f thank you in advance for your reply and consideration.

Sincerely,

Ed Hume

to participate
computers and

February, 1990

permission for
in the research of E. Hume's
word processing.

gr_ve my

Master's Thesis on
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April 17, 1990

Dear Parents:

The word Processing project which r started in mid-March
has been progressing well. At this point in the project f
would like to video tape the Grade 6 students whil-e they are
word processing. This would done in order to eval-uate Lheir
word processing and keyboarding skill-s more accurately. I
woul-d be video tapíng them once on Aprir 20 and once õn May
24. These video tapes would oNLy be viewed by the classroom
teacher, my thesis committee (3 University of Manitoba
Facurty of Education Professors) and myserf. confidentiarity
of all- students involved will be maintained.

r thank you in advance for your reply and consideration
for this special part of the project.

Sincerely,

Ed Hume

f hereby
taped on Apriì-
Master Thesis

April 17, 1990

give my permission for to
20 and May 24 for the researcfr of e.

on computers and word processing.

be video
Hume's

( Parent/Guardian Signature )
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GUIDELINES FOR HOLISTIC SCORING (Grejda, 19BB)

1. Based on the holistic scoring criteria (Appendix A) each
of two raters independently reads and assigns a score of
one (lowest) to six (highest) to the revised version of
the compositions.

2. Rating scores are screened as follows: if the ratings
are the same or differ by only one point, the two ratings
are summed. Thus each composition is rated by two
evaluators.

3. If the ratings differ by more than one point, a third
reader independently scores the composition.

4. The final rating for compositions with discrepant scores
is computed according to guidelines developed by the New
York State Department of Education for the New York State
Fifth Grade writing Test (Potkewitz, 1984):

a. the three ratings are compared.

b. if two of the three scores are the same, the
different score is dropped and the identical ratings
summed.

c. if two of the three scores differ by only one, the
discrepant score is dropped and the similar ratings
summed.

d. if the third score is the middle score, it is
doubled.

5. A total score, from two to twelve, is obtained for each
student by summing similar ratings or by folJ-owing the
procedure for discrepant ratings described above.
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Statistical Raw Data
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